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Epic Level CharactersEpic Level Characters

T
his listing of epic level characters may be used

and changed how the reader seems fit. In fact I

may need it as I do not use proper language

but just follow the logical path. I just felt like it

needed to be put down upon paper. I used the

idea of having a racial ability from level that I

saw another had done. That said this needs to

be play tested further. Although throughout I just added

improved before things because it saves the slot for epic in

case someone want to do a 41-60 level character book. Also it

is a quick way to reference that it replaces the skill or feature

in an intuitive way.

Stat Bumps in epic levels are different. You now have

access to epic level feats. Furthermore these stat bumps can

increase stats up to 30. If your character have gotten one of

the tomes that increases the max or the barbarian ability; you

can now increase it to 30 plus that amount.

Stat Bumps are at level 24,28,32, 36, 39.

These haven't really been balanced but then epic level

characters shouldn't be balanced they are on the route of

becoming gods. So everything follows a logical progression

with some cool ideas.

Proficiency Bonus: Proficiency follows the same natural

progression that it did before as follows: Level 21-24: +7, level

25-28: +8, level 29-32: +9, level 33-36: +10, level 37-40: +11.

Level progression: levels take even longer than they did

previous of epic levels as epic levels are even harder to

progress in.

Subclass progression: There are only 3 boosts to a

subclass and this is partly on my part. Each class has at least

5 subclasses. That is 180 extra abilities. They progress at

levels 22, 27, and 38. That is how it worked out for the first

class. Paladin is the exception because they needed a finisher.

Racial Paragon Ability: level 31 you gain a racial ability

based on what race that you have. These are all pretty

powerful as they come somewhat late and they only ability

you get based on race. This is total class level 31. Even

though I put it on the different class lists just as a reminder.

So it is like proficiency bonus in that way.

Spell levels: Spell levels progress normally but stay within

levels 1-9. Spell casters do get to create epic spells when they

level up at specific times within the class. The way to

determine epic spells for multiclassing is kind of bad though.

If you multiclass say a wizard 20/ bard 20 you miss out on

epic level spells. Epic level spells will have examples toward

the end of this pdf but for the most part they are created

between the dm and the player. So everyone will have

different levels of power for epic level spells unless the dm

decides to only use the examples given which is not

recommended because that seems boring. Other than not

having epic level spells multi-classing spellcasters do get

increased 1-9 level spells still.

When making an epic spell the level you are at matters.

Also epic spells cannot be countered, dispelled, or in anyways

affected by level 1-9 spells and cantrips. So in other words a

9th level counterspell would automatically fail against an epic

spell. You could make an epic counterspell which would work.

Further more if an effect says something like "resistance to

damage against spells" it doesn't mean epic spells unless it

specifies as such.

So I realize that with natural progression multiclass

characters seem to miss out on power but they have more

versatility.

Nevertheless however you think I did the balancing of epic

levels they are way more powerful than their low level

counterparts. So I think nobody will be mad because every

level 40 is powerful in their own right.

Cantrips follow logical progression. They get better at 5th,

11th, 17th, 23rd, 29th, and 35th level. If people are bothered

by me not doing them I could include a list of the cantrips

later but that is the route that I am following.

Experience is as follows:

Character AdvancementCharacter Advancement
Experience PointsExperience Points LevelLevel Proficiency BonusProficiency Bonus

415,000 21 +7

475,000 22 +7

545,000 23 +7

625,000 24 +7

715,000 25 +8

815,000 26 +8

925,000 27 +8

1,045,000 28 +8

1,175,000 29 +9

1,315,000 30 +9

1,465,000 31 +9

1,625,000 32 +9

1,795,000 33 +10

1,975,000 34 +10

2,165,000 35 +10

2,365,000 36 +10

2,575,000 37 +11

2,795,000 38 +11

3,025,000 39 +11

3,265,000 40 +11
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Saving Throws of Epic LevelSaving Throws of Epic Level
CharactersCharacters
To balance the game when character become epic levels, in

any combination to have their total levels equal 21 or more,

they get a bonus on their saving throws. This bonus applies to

the saving throws which they are not proficient which you

now add half of your proficiency bonus rounded down. If this

is not done casters easily become the strongest of the

classes. This doesn't do it completely obviously but it is a

step. You still need powerful magical items to help you in this

regard.

Uses per day of an Epic Spell andUses per day of an Epic Spell and
further clarificationfurther clarification
When you learn an Epic Spell you can cast it once per long

rest. You may learn another casting of the same Epic Spell

that you already know and add its uses to what you can

already do. So you can learn one additional use and one plus

one is two uses per long rest. There is another dynamic

which is that when you learn an epic spell that is weaker than

what you could otherwise learn you instead get multiple

castings per long rest of that epic spell.

For ease of use I constructed a table on a question on when

you get to learn an epic spell and how many additional uses

you get for your level.

Epic Spell of requirement level 21-25Epic Spell of requirement level 21-25
Player levelPlayer level Uses per long restUses per long rest

21-25 1

26-30 2

31-35 3

36-40 4

As you can tell you can get additional castings of an epic

spell the higher in level that you are. These function quite like

mystic arcanum.

Epic Spell of requirement level 26-30Epic Spell of requirement level 26-30
Player LevelPlayer Level Uses Per long restUses Per long rest

26-30 1

31-35 2

36-40 3

As you can tell this follows a pattern but I will continue the

tables to clarify. Also with the program I'm using I don't know

if there will be an error with back to back tables which is why

I have the text in between.

Epic Spell of requirement level 31-35Epic Spell of requirement level 31-35
Player LevelPlayer Level Uses Per long restUses Per long rest

31-35 1

36-40 2

So what about levels 36-40 requirement epic spells? Well

for those you only get one use. Some of them are extremely

powerful and for the combat options at least you pay for the

action economy in this way. I should note that these don't

update as you level. If you are level 21 and get an epic spell

you don't automatically get more uses of that epic spell at

higher levels.
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The BarbarianThe Barbarian

LevelLevel Proficiency BonusProficiency Bonus FeaturesFeatures Rage DamageRage Damage

21st +7 Brutal Critical(5 dice) 4

22nd +7 Path Feature 5

23rd +7 Faster Movement 5

24th +7 Ability Score Improvement 5

25th +8 Brutal Critical (7 dice) 5

26th +8 Greater Reckless Attack 5

27th +8 Path Feature 6

28th +8 Ability Score Improvement 6

29th +9 Brutal Critical (9 dice), Hit Dice Increase 6

30th +9 Extra Attack (2) 6

31st +9 Racial Paragon Ability 6

32nd +9 Ability Score Improvement 7

33rd +10 Brutal Critical (11 dice) 7

34th +10 Greater Rage 7

35th +10 Faster Movement 7

36th +10 Ability Score Improvement 7

37th +11 Brutal Critical (13 dice) 8

38th +11 Path Feature 8

39th +11 Ability Score Improvement 8

40th +11 Primal Juggernaught 8

BarbarianBarbarian

Brutal CriticalBrutal Critical
The number of bonus dice on a critical increase according to

what is on the table. 5 dice level 21, 7 dice level 25, 9 dice

level 29, 11 dice level 33, and 13 dice level 37.

Extra AttackExtra Attack
At level 30, You can attack 3 times when you take the attack

action

Greater Reckless AttackGreater Reckless Attack
At level 26, you can reroll once of the dice on your advantage

when you use reckless attack.

Hit Dice IncreaseHit Dice Increase
Starting at level 29, the barbarian rolls 2d8+constitution

modifier when determining health gained from level up. Hit

dice spent on short rests are now 2d8+constitution for each

barbarian level hit die.

Greater RageGreater Rage
At level 34, your rage now has an increased chance for your

weapon attacks to do critical hits if they use your strength.

You can now perform a critical on a roll of a d20 one less

than normal if you are using strength for your weapon attack.

In addition your rage lasts for 1 hour.

Faster MovementFaster Movement
At level 23 and level 35, you increaase your movement speed

by 10 for each of these levels.

Primal JuggernaughtPrimal Juggernaught
At level 40, your strength and constitution scores increase by

8 . Your maximum for those scores increases by 8.
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Barbarian Subclass FeaturesBarbarian Subclass Features
Path of the BerserkerPath of the Berserker
Improved FrenzyImproved Frenzy
At level 22, when you enter a frenzied rage you may attack

twice when you attack with your bonus action.

Improved Intimidating PresenceImproved Intimidating Presence
At level 27, intimidating presence now affects all hostile

creatures within 60 feet of you.

Improved RetaliationImproved Retaliation
At level 38, when you use retaliation you can attack twice now

instead of once.

Path of the Totem WarriorPath of the Totem Warrior
Improved Totem Spirit. At level 22, the abilities you have

previously gained increase in the following manner if you

have chosen them.

Bear: You now have resistance to psychic damage even

when not raging. You have resistance to all forms of damage

when raging

Eagle: Now when you are raging enemies can't make

opportunity attacks against you.

Wolf: Now allies of any creature that is hostile toward you

may reroll one of the die after advantage

Elk: Now your walking speed increases by 30 feet while

raging.

Tiger: You now add 20 feet to your long jump distance and

6 feet to your high jump distance

Improved Aspect of the Beast. At level 27, the abilities

you have previously gained in aspect of the beast increase in

the following manner if you have chosen them.

Bear: Your carrying capacity is now quadrupled

Eagle: You can see up to 10 miles away with no difficulty if

you have line of sight.

Wolf: You can move stealthy even traveling at a fast pace.

Elk: Whether mounted or on foot, your travel pace is

tripled as is the travel pace of up to ten companions.

Tiger: You now have expertise in the two skills you

obtained prior be it : Athletics, Acrobatics, Stealth, or

Survival.

Improved Totemic Attunement. At level 38, the abilities

you have previously gained in totemic attunement increase in

the following manner if you have chosen them.

Bear: The range of creatures affected is increased to 15

feet to hit targets other than you at disadvantage while

raging.

Eagle: You can now stay in the air up to 3 turns at a time.

Wolf: Now you don't have to hit a creature to knock it prone

when you use your bonus action.

Elk: When you use your bonus action to move through the

space of a large or smaller creature the bludgeoning damage

they take is equal to 3d12+strength modifier.

Tiger: Now when you move at least 20 feet in a straight line

and use your bonus action to attack you attack twice.

Path of the BattleragerPath of the Battlerager
Improved Reckless abandonImproved Reckless abandon
At level 22, when you use reckless attack or greater reckless

attack, you also gain temporary hit points equal to 2 times

your constitution modifier. They also now last until you finish

a long rest.

Improved Battlerager chargeImproved Battlerager charge
Beginning at level 27, you can now take the dash action for

free once on each of your turns.

Improved Spiked retributionImproved Spiked retribution
At level 38, when a creature with 5 feet of you hits you with a

melee attack, the attacker takes 7 piercing damage if you are

raging, aren't incapacitated, and are wearing spiked armor.

Path of the Ancestral GuardianPath of the Ancestral Guardian
Improved Spirit ShieldImproved Spirit Shield
At level 22, if you are raging and another creature you can see

within 30 feet of you takes damage, you can use your reaction

to reduce that damage by 5d6. This increases to 6d6 at level

27 and 8d6 and level 38.

Improved consult the spiritsImproved consult the spirits
At level 27 you may cast augury or clairvoyance spell, without

using a spell slot or material components. You may do this a

number of times equal to your wisdom modifier (minimum of

2).

Improved vengeful ancestorsImproved vengeful ancestors
At level 38, your ancestral spirits grow even more powerful.

When you use your spirit shield to reduce the damage of an

attack, the attacker takes an amount of force damage equal to

twice the damage that your spirit shield prevent instead of

just that amount.

Path of the Storm HeraldPath of the Storm Herald
Improved Storm AuraImproved Storm Aura
At level 22, Now your aura improves so the one that you

picked before becomes even more powerful in the following

way:

Desert. When this effect is activated, all other creatures in

your aura take 7 fire damage this improves to 8 at level 27

and 9 at level 38

Sea. The creature takes 5d6 lightning damage which

improves to 6d6 at level 27 and 7d6 at level 38

Tundra. Now creatures of your choice gain 7 temporary hit

points which increase to 8 at level 27 and 9 at level 38.
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Improved Storm SoulImproved Storm Soul
At level 27, the bonuses you gain when your aura isn't active

increase even further based on the one you picked.

Desert. You now have immunity to fire damage.

Sea. You have immunity to lightning damage.

Tundra. You have immunity to cold damage.

Improved Shielding stormImproved Shielding storm
At level 38, you learn to use your mastery of the storm even

further to protect others. You can extend your immunity to

creatures of your choice within 60 feet.

Path of the ZealotPath of the Zealot
Improved Divine FuryImproved Divine Fury
At level 22, Divine fury now works on the first two attacks

that you make in a round instead of one.

Improved Fanatical FocusImproved Fanatical Focus
At level 27, you may use this ability up to 3 times per rage.

Life beyond DeathLife beyond Death
At level 38, you now cannot be killed completely. Short of

casting an greater wish spell after killing you and before you

resurrect. You come back to life in 5d20 days. You no longer

age. Any curses, diseases, poisons, or other conditions are

gone when you come back to life.
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The Bard ClassThe Bard Class

LevelLevel
ProficiencyProficiency

BonusBonus FeaturesFeatures
CantripsCantrips
KnownKnown

SpellsSpells
KnownKnown 1st1st 2nd2nd 3rd3rd 4th4th 5th5th 6th6th 7th7th 8th8th 9th9th

21st +7 Song of Rest(2d8), Musical Expertise 4 22 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1

22nd +7 Bard College Feature 4 22 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2

23rd +7 Magical Secrets, Epic Spell 4 24 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2

24th +7 Ability Score Improvement 4 24 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2

25th +8 Song of Rest (1d20), Bardic Inspiration
(2d8)

4 24 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 2 2

26th +8 Magical Secrets 4 26 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2

27th +8 Bard College Feature 4 26 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 2

28th +8 Ability Score Improvement, Epic Spell 4 26 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2

29th +9 Song of Rest (3d10) 4 26 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 2

30th +9 Bardic Inspiration (1d20), Improved
Bardic Inspiration

4 26 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3

31st +9 Racial Paragon ability 4 26 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3

32nd +9 Ability Score Improvement 4 26 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3

33rd +10 Song of Rest (2d20), Magical Secrets 4 28 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3

34th +10 Epic Spell 4 28 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

35th +10 Bardic Inspiration (4d6) 4 28 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

36th +10 Ability Score Improvement 4 28 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4

37th +11 Song of Rest(6d10) 4 28 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4

38th +11 Bard College Feature 4 28 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4

39th +11 Ability Score Improvement, Epic Spell 4 28 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4

40th +11 Epic Inspiration 4 28 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

The BardThe Bard

Song of RestSong of Rest
The hit points regained when completeing a short rest is as

follows: Song of Rest (2d8) level 21, song of rest (1d20) level

25, song of rest (3d10) level 29, song of rest (2d20) level 33,

song of rest (6d10) level 37

Bardic Inspration DiceBardic Inspration Dice
The dice for bardic inspiration increases as follows: level 25

(2d8), level 30(1d20), level 35 (4d6)

Improved Bardic InspirationImproved Bardic Inspiration
At level 30, creatures can now hold onto your bardic

inspiration the whole day.

Epic InspirationEpic Inspiration
At level 40, You no longer have a limit to how much bardic

inspiration uses you have and they replenish instantly.

Magical SecretsMagical Secrets
You get two more spells known from any spell list for spells

level 1-9 on the following levels: At level 23 and level 26 and

level 33.

Bard College FeatureBard College Feature
At level 22, level 27, and level 38 you gain part of your bard

college feature.

Epic SpellsEpic Spells
It did bother me that I only put four here but that is how it

worked out. Bardic inspiration gets crazy powerful. They are

at level 23, level 28, level 34, and level 39

Musical ExpertiseMusical Expertise
At level 21, you gain expertise in 3 musical instruments you

have proficiency in.
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Bard College Subclass FeaturesBard College Subclass Features
College of LoreCollege of Lore
Improved Bonus ProficienciesImproved Bonus Proficiencies
At level 22. You gain proficiency with 3 skills or tools of your

choice.

Additional magical secretsAdditional magical secrets
At level 27 you gain 2 more spells of your choice from any list

levels 1-9 and add them to your spells known.

Epic ExpertiseEpic Expertise
At level 38 you choose 2 skills you have expertise in and you

may add your proficiency bonus yet again despite what the

general rule states.

College of ValorCollege of Valor
Extra Attack (2)Extra Attack (2)
At level 22, you can attack 3 times with the attack action

instead of once.

Extra Attack (3)Extra Attack (3)
At level 27, you can attack 4 times with the attack action

instead of once.

Improved Battle MagicImproved Battle Magic
At level 38, you can attack 2 times with your bonus action if

you cast a spell with your action.

College of GlamourCollege of Glamour
Improved Mantle of InspirationImproved Mantle of Inspiration
At level 22 mantle of inspiration now gets more powerful. You

can affect a number of creatures up to double your charisma

modifier. Also the number of temporary hit points increases

to 20 at level 22, 23 at level 30, and 26 at level 35.

Death by GlamourDeath by Glamour
At level 27 you gain an additional 4 charisma and your

maximum charisma increases by 4

Epic Enthralling PerformanceEpic Enthralling Performance
If you perform for at least 1 minute, you can attempt to

inspire wonder in your audience by singing, reciting a poem,

or dancing. At the end of the performance choose any

number of humanoids that can see or hear you. Each target

must succeed on a wisdom saving throw against your spell

save dc or be charmed by you. While charmed in this way, the

target idolizes you, it speaks glowingly of you to anyone who

talks to it, and it hinders anyone who opposes you, although it

avoids violence unless it was already inclined to fight on your

behalf. This effect ends after 1d20 days, if it takes any

damage, if you attack it, or if it witnesses you attacking or

damaging any of its allies.

If a target succeeds on its saving throw, the target has no

hint that you tried to charm it.

Once you use this feature you can't use it again until you

finish a short or long rest.

College of SwordsCollege of Swords
Extra Attack (2)Extra Attack (2)
At level 22, you can attack 3 times with the attack action

instead of once.

Extra Attack (3)Extra Attack (3)
At level 27, you can attack 4 times with the attack action

instead of once.

Epic Master's FlourishEpic Master's Flourish
At level 38 you use a 3d10 when you use your blade flourish

option instead of expending a bardic inspiration die.

College of WhispersCollege of Whispers
Improved Psychic bladesImproved Psychic blades
At level 22 you gain improved psychic blades. The damage

inflicted increases to 10d6 at level 22, 13d6 at level 25, 16d6

at level 30, and 19d6 at level 35.

Improved mantle of whispersImproved mantle of whispers
At level 27 mantle of whispers now lasts until you dismiss it.

Even in death but only for the body. You can dismiss it upon

dying if you want.

Improved Shadow LoreImproved Shadow Lore
At level 38 shadow lore now last until you or your allies

attack it, force it to make a saving throw or it passes the save

it gets to make every year on the anniversary of you charming

it.
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The Cleric ClassThe Cleric Class

LevelLevel
ProficiencyProficiency

BonusBonus FeaturesFeatures
CantripsCantrips
KnownKnown 1st1st 2nd2nd 3rd3rd 4th4th 5th5th 6th6th 7th7th 8th8th 9th9th

21st +7 Epic Spell 5 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1

22nd +7 Divine Feature 5 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2

23rd +7 Channel Divinity (4/rest), Destroy Undead (CR
5)

5 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2

24th +7 Ability Score Improvement 5 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2

25th +8 Epic Spell 5 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 2 2

26th +8 Channel Divinity (5/rest), Destroy Undead (CR
6)

5 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2

27th +8 Divine Feature 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 2

28th +8 Ability Score Improvement 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2

29th +9 Epic Spell, Destroy Undead (CR 7) 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 2

30th +9 Epic Divine Intervention 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3

31st +9 Racial Paragon ability 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3

32nd +9 Ability Score Improvement, Destroy Undead
(CR 8)

5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3

33rd +10 Epic Spell 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3

34th +10 Channel Divinity Improvement 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

35th +10 Destroy Undead (CR 9) 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

36th +10 Ability Score Improvement 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4

37th +11 Epic Spell 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4

38th +11 Divine Feature 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4

39th +11 Ability Score Improvement 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4

40th +11 Epic Divine Intervention Improvement 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

The ClericThe Cleric

Epic Divine InterventionEpic Divine Intervention
At level 30, This feature is like divine intervention but more

powerful. Your deity will do more things for you. Interpret this

that it can do anything a level 21-40 epic spell can do. Other

than that it works like divine intervention. You roll percentile

dice. If you roll a number equal to or lower than your level

your god intervenes.

If your deity intervenes, you can't use this feature again for

7 days. Otherwise, you can use it again after you finish a long

rest.

Unlike other epic improvements you have both epic divine

intervention and divine intervention as two separate things.

Epic Divine interventionEpic Divine intervention
improvementimprovement
At level 40, you no longer need to roll for epic divine

intervention.

Epic SpellEpic Spell
There are 5 epic spells in level 21, level 25, level 29, level 33,

level 37

Channel Divinity ImprovementChannel Divinity Improvement
At level 34, now whenever you use channel divinity in anyway

you can choose to regain a spell slot that was consumed up to

level 7 or heal yourself a number of hit points equal to your

level in this class. Whatever you feature that you used to

consume this channel divinity still happens. This is just an

additional effect.
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Destroy UndeadDestroy Undead
When an undead fails its saving throw against your turn

undead feature, the creature is instantly destroyed if its

challenge rating is at or below a certain threshold, as shown

in the Destroy Undead table.

Destroy UndeadDestroy Undead
Cleric LevelCleric Level Destroys Undead of CR..Destroys Undead of CR..

23 5

26 6

29 7

32 8

35 9

38 10

Divine Subclass FeaturesDivine Subclass Features
Knowledge DomainKnowledge Domain
Improved blessings of knowledgeImproved blessings of knowledge
At level 22, you gain proficiency and expertise in any two

skills or tools

Epic ExpertiseEpic Expertise
At level 27, You add your proficiency bonus again despite

general rules in whatever tool proficiencies and skill

proficiencies you gained from Improved blessings of

knowledge and blessings of knowledge.

Improved Potent SpellcastingImproved Potent Spellcasting
At level 38, You add triple your wisdom modifier to the

damage dealt with any cleric cantrip. (I put triple because by

the time you get this the damage is rather poor compared to

what a fighter could do)

Life DomainLife Domain
Improved Blessed HealerImproved Blessed Healer
At level 22. Blessed Healer now reads as follows: When you

cast a spell of 1st level or higher that restores hit points to a

creature other than you, you regain hit points equal to 5+ 2

times the spell level. When you cast an epic spell that restores

hit points to a creature other than you regain hit points equal

to 35.

Improved Disciple of lifeImproved Disciple of life
At level 27, Disciple of Life now reads as follows: Whenever

you use a spell of 1st level or higher to restore hit points to a

creature, the creature regains additional hit points equal to

5+2 times the spell level. When you cast an epic spell that

restores hit points to a creature that creature gets an extra 35

hit points.

Improved Supreme HealingImproved Supreme Healing
At level 38, Whenever you heal you heal 2 times the

maximum instead of just the maximum.

Light DomainLight Domain
Improved Warding FlareImproved Warding Flare
At level 22, You can now use warding flare 2 times your

wisdom modifier per day. Also is doesn't cost you your

reaction.

Improve Extended FlareImprove Extended Flare
At level 27, Warding flare may now be done on any creature

you can see or hear or sense in any way.

Improved Potent SpellcastingImproved Potent Spellcasting
At level 38, You add triple your wisdom modifier to the

damage dealt with any cleric cantrip.

Nature DomainNature Domain
Improved Acolyte of NatureImproved Acolyte of Nature
At level 22, You gain proficiency in two of animal handling,

nature, or survival. Furthermore you gain expertise in all of

them and you would have all of them because of the previous

feature.

Improved Dampen ElementsImproved Dampen Elements
At level 27, You can use dampen element if you run out of

your reaction a number of times equal to twice your wisdom

modifier if you or a creature within 60 feet of you takes acid,

cold, fire, lightning, or thunder damage. Note you can still do

it with your reaction without expending a use of it. You regain

all uses of Improved dampen element after a long rest.

Improved Divine StrikeImproved Divine Strike
At level 38, you deal additional cold, fire, or lightning damage

4d8 from your first weapon attack in a round in line with the

divine strike feature previous.

Tempest DomainTempest Domain
Improved Wrath of the StormImproved Wrath of the Storm
At level 22, you deal 4d8 instead of 2d8 lightning or thunder

damage when you use wrath of the storm.

Improved Thunderbolt strikeImproved Thunderbolt strike
At level 27, when you deal lightning damage to a Large or

smaller creature you can move it 30 feet in any direction

provided it is not blocked by a solid substance. (This is a little

bit of common sense a floor that is solid would prevent

movement but a couple of spilled books wouldn't. Dm

discretion.) If there is something in the way they make a

strength check with your spell DC or be knocked prone.

Epic StormbornEpic Stormborn
At level 38, you now have a fly speed of 3 times your walking

speed.
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Trickery DomainTrickery Domain
Improved Blessing of the tricksterImproved Blessing of the trickster
At level 22, the blessing now lasts up to 24 hours the time

divided among however many people you choose.

Improved Cloak of ShadowsImproved Cloak of Shadows
At level 27, now when you use cloak of shadows it lasts 8

hours instead of a turn.

Epic DuplicityEpic Duplicity
At level 38, You number of duplicates increases to 8. You can

now allow your duplicates to cast spells from their position to

confuse foes. Furthermore if you take the attack action all of

the duplicates can take the attack action. The targets must

disbelieve to take damage equal to base weapon damage.

They do this by making a wisdom check equal to your spell

save DC. This makes it harder to believe the duplicates are

not real if they took damage from it.

War DomainWar Domain
Improved War PriestImproved War Priest
At level 22, when you use the feature of war priest you can

take 2 attacks with your bonus action instead of one.

Improved Divine StrikeImproved Divine Strike
At level 27, now with the divine strike ability you deal damage

from a weapon strike you deal an additional 4d8 damage

once on each of your turns.

Epic Avatar of BattleEpic Avatar of Battle
At level 38, you have resistance to bludgeoning, slashing, and

piercing weapons. Your AC increases by 2.

Arcana DomainArcana Domain
Improved Arcane InitiateImproved Arcane Initiate
At level 22, you gain expertise in the arcana skill, and you gain

two more cantrips of your choice from any spell list. For you,

these cantrips count as cleric cantrips.

Arcane BanishmentArcane Banishment
At level 27, Rules for level of character banished follow the

destroy undead ability in terms of CR. Also you can banish

any creature with your channel divinity it is not limited to

celestial, elemental, fey, or fiend.

Improved Spell BreakerImproved Spell Breaker
At level 27, now when you heal an ally you may end one spell

of your choice on that creature if it is levels 1-9. You may end

an effect from a creatures ability if its cr is 20 or less.

Improved Arcane MasteryImproved Arcane Mastery
At level 38, you gain your choice of one epic spell or one

additional spell slots in all levels 1-9.

Forge DomainForge Domain
Improved Soul of the ForgeImproved Soul of the Forge
At level 22, you gain an additional +2 to AC when wearing

heavy armor. Furthermore if you don't meet the strength

requirement of armor it no longer hampers your movement.

Improved Divine StrikeImproved Divine Strike
At level 27, now with the divine strike feature you do 4d8 fire

damage once per turn instead of 2d8.

Improved Saint of Forge and FireImproved Saint of Forge and Fire
At level 38, you have resistance to bludgeoning, piercing, and

slashing damage. Your AC increases further by +2 while

wearing heavy armor.

Grave DomainGrave Domain
Improved Circle of MortalityImproved Circle of Mortality
At level 22, the spare the dying cantrip has a range of 60 feet

and doesn't require an action to cast. This means that

everybody within 60 feet can be spared almost instantly

Improved Sentinel at Death's DoorImproved Sentinel at Death's Door
At level 27, you add 3 times your wisdom modifier to the

damage you deal with any cleric cantrip.

Improved ResurrectionImproved Resurrection
At level 38, it no longer costs material components to cast

spells like raise dead and true resurrection. Furthermore

when you bring someone back from death they come back

with half their hit points unless the spell says they should

have more. Also the caster or the target doesn't experience

negative effects of any resurrection spells.

Death DomainDeath Domain
Improved Inescapable DestructionImproved Inescapable Destruction
At level 22, Necrotic damage dealt by the clerics spells,

channel divinity options, or divine strike treats everyone that

doesn't have immunity to necrotic as having vulnerability to

necrotic.

Improved Divine StrikeImproved Divine Strike
At level 27, The cleric now does an extra 4d8 necrotic

damage per turn on a weapon attack hit instead of 2d8.

Epic ReaperEpic Reaper
Starting at level 38, when the cleric cast a necromancy spell

of 1st through 9th level that targets only one creature, the

spell can instead target two creatures within range and

within 30 feet of each other. If the spell consumes its material

components, the cleric must provide them for each target.
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Order DomainOrder Domain
Improved Voice of AuthorityImproved Voice of Authority
At level 22, when you use voice of authority and allow for an

ally to make an attack with their reaction they can instead

make 2 weapon attacks with their reaction instead of one.

This is even if they normally couldn't make 2 attacks in a

round.

Improved Divine StrikeImproved Divine Strike
At level 27, The cleric now does an extra 4d8 psychic damage

per turn on a weapon attack hit instead of 2d8.

Improved Order's WrathImproved Order's Wrath
At level 38, order's wrath now reads as follows: If you deal

your Divine Strike damage to a creature on your turn, you

can curse that creature until the start of your next turn. The

next time one of your allies hits the cursed creature with an

attack, the target also takes 10d8 psychic damage, and the

curse ends. You can curse a creature in this way only once

per turn
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The Druid ClassThe Druid Class

LevelLevel Proficiency BonusProficiency Bonus FeaturesFeatures Cantrips KnownCantrips Known 1st1st 2nd2nd 3rd3rd 4th4th 5th5th 6th6th 7th7th 8th8th 9th9th

21st +7 Epic Spell 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1

22nd +7 Druid Circle Feature 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2

23rd +7 Wild Shape Continuation 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2

24th +7 Ability Score Improvement 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2

25th +8 Improved Wild Shape 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 2 2

26th +8 Epic Spell 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2

27th +8 Druid Circle Feature 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 2

28th +8 Ability Score Improvement 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2

29th +9 Epic Spell 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 2

30th +9 Wild Shape Attack 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3

31st +9 Racial Paragon ability 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3

32nd +9 Ability Score Improvement 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3

33rd +10 - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3

34th +10 Ability Score Improvement 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

35th +10 Epic Spell 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

36th +10 Ability Score Improvement 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4

37th +11 Epic Spell 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4

38th +11 Druid Circle Feature 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4

39th +11 Ability Score Improvement 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4

40th +11 Epic Arch Druid 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

The DruidThe Druid

Improved wild shapeImproved wild shape
At level 25, when you use any wild shape ability you get an

additional 50 hit points on top of what you would have in that

form. Furthermore each attack does an additional 10

damage.

Wild Shape AttackWild Shape Attack
At level 30, you get an extra attack for any number of attacks

you can do in wild shape.

Druid Circle FeatureDruid Circle Feature
At level 22, 27, and 38 you get and additional druid circle

feature.

Epic Arch DruidEpic Arch Druid
At level 40 you may wild shape into ancient dragons of any

type of CR lower than 30 but only once per short rest.

Epic SpellEpic Spell
You get epic spells at level 21, 26, 29, 35, 37

Wild Shape ContinuationWild Shape Continuation
At level 23, even if you aren't circle of the moon your wild

shape continues to grow stronger. The CR of a beast that you

can wildshape into is now equal to 1/8 of your druid level.

However it still must be a beast shape.
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Druid Circle SubclassesDruid Circle Subclasses
Circle of the LandCircle of the Land
Improved Natural RecoveryImproved Natural Recovery
At level 22 you may use natural recovery whenever you take a

short rest. The spell slots regained now equal to your druid

level.

Improved Nature's WardImproved Nature's Ward
At level 27 you can't be charmed, frightened, or paralyzed.

Improved Circle SpellsImproved Circle Spells
At level 38, choose a 1st level spell, 2nd level spell, 3rd level

spell, 4th level spell, 5th level spell, 6th level spell, a 7th level

spell, and an 8th level spell. Those spells can now be cast at

will.

Circle of the MoonCircle of the Moon
Improved Circle FormsImproved Circle Forms
At level 22 you can wild shape into any creature type except

undead or construct provided it is the right CR.

Improved Combat shapeImproved Combat shape
At level 27, now when you are transformed by wild shape

when you use a bonus action to heal you are healed 2d8 per

spell level slot expended.

Improved Primal StrikeImproved Primal Strike
At level 38, your attacks in your wild shape form now get +3

to attack and damage on every strike.

Circle of DreamsCircle of Dreams
Improved Balm of the summer courtImproved Balm of the summer court
At level 22 you now have a pool of fey energy represented by

a number of d10s equal to your druid level instead of d6s.

Improved Hearth of Moonlight andImproved Hearth of Moonlight and
Shadow At level 27, while within the sphere, you and your

allies gain a +10 bonus to Dexterity (stealth) and wisdom

(perception) checks, and any light from open flames in the

sphere aren't visible outside of it.

Improved Hidden PathsImproved Hidden Paths
At level 38, hidden paths has been changed as follows. You

can use the hidden, magical pathways that some fey use to

traverse space in the blink of an eye. As a bonus action on

your turn, you can teleport up to 240 feet to an unoccupied

space you can see. Alternatively, you can use your action to

teleport on willing creature you can see up to 120 feet to an

unoccupied space you can see.

Unlike before you are only limited by the speed you can do

this.

Circle of the ShepardCircle of the Shepard
Improved Mighty SummonerImproved Mighty Summoner
At level 22, mighty summoner now has the following updates:

The creature appears with 5 extra hit points per hit die it

has. The creature now does an additional 5 damage on each

attack.

Improved guardian spiritImproved guardian spirit
At level 27, guardian spirit is now different in the following

way: When a beast or fey that you summoned or created with

a spell ends its turn in your spirit totem aura, that creature

regains a number of hit points equal to your druid level.

Improved Spirit TotemImproved Spirit Totem
At level 38, spirit totem has been changed in the following

way: You can call forth nature spirits to influence the world

around you. As a bonus action, you can magically summon an

incorporeal spirit to a point you can see within 60 feet of you.

The spirit creates an aura in a 60 foot radius around that

point. It counts as neither a creature nor an object, though it

has the spectral appearance of the creature it represents.

As a bonus action you can move the spirit up to 120 feet to

a point you can see.

The spirit persists for 1 minute or until you're

incapacitated. Once you use this feature, you can't use it again

until you finish a short or long rest.

The effect of the spirit's aura depends on the type of spirit

you summon from the options below.

Bear Spirit. The bear spirit grants you and your allies its

might and endurance. Each creature of your choice in the

aura when the spirit appears gains temporary hit points equal

to 10+ 2 times you druid level. In addition, you and your allies

gain advantage on strength checks and strength saving

throws while in the aura.

Hawk Spirit. The hawk spirit is a consummate hunter,

aiding you and your allies with its keen sight. When a

creature makes an attack roll against a target in the spirit's

aura, it has advantage on any of those rolls. In addition, you

and your allies have a +10 bonus on Wisdom (perception)

checks while in the aura.

Unicorn Spirit. The unicorn spirit lends its protection to

those nearby. You and your allies automatically detect hidden

creatures in the spirit's aura. In addition addition, if you cast

a spell using a spell slot that restores hit points to any

creature inside or outside the aura, each creature of your

choice in the aura also regain hit points equal to your druid

level.
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Circle of SporesCircle of Spores
Halo of Spores ContinuationHalo of Spores Continuation
At level 22, halo of spores continues in its damage

progression but with increased pace as follows. The necrotic

damage increases to 1d12 at 22 level, 1d20 at 27 level, and

2d20 at 38 level. Additionally if symbiotic entity is active at

level 38 you deal 3d20 damage with halo of spores.

Improved Symbiotic EntityImproved Symbiotic Entity
At level 27, symbiotic entity gives you 10 hit points for every

level of this class instead of 4. Additionally you heal 1 hit

point every round while symbiotic entity is active.

Improved Spreading SporesImproved Spreading Spores
At level 38, creatures make the constitution saving throws for

halo of spores and spreading spores at disadvantage.

Additionally while you have spreading spores you can still

use your halo of spores reaction.
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The FighterThe Fighter

LevelLevel Proficiency BonusProficiency Bonus FeaturesFeatures Overall Attacks from attack actionOverall Attacks from attack action

21st +7 Improved Fighting Style 4

22nd +7 Martial Archetype Feature 4

23rd +7 Action Surge (3), Indomitable (4) 4

24th +7 Ability Score Improvement 4

25th +8 Second Wind Improvement 4

26th +8 Ability Score Improvement 4

27th +8 Martial Archetype Feature 4

28th +8 Ability Score Improvement 4

29th +9 Indomitable (5) 4

30th +9 Extra Attack (4) 5

31st +9 Racial Paragon Ability 5

32nd +9 Ability Score Improvement 5

33rd +10 Indomitable (6) 5

34th +10 Greater Rage 5

35th +10 Second Wind (2 uses) 5

36th +10 Ability Score Improvement 5

37th +11 Action Surge (4 uses) Indomitable (7 uses) 5

38th +11 Martial Archetype Feature 5

39th +11 Ability Score Improvement 5

40th +11 Extra Attack (6) 7

The FighterThe Fighter

Extra AttackExtra Attack
You can attack one extra time with the attack action at level

30 and two extra attacks at level 40

Improved Fighting StyleImproved Fighting Style
At level 21 the fighting styles that you have gotten before have

now improved through training, practice, experience, and

sacrifice in the following ways:

Improved ArcheryImproved Archery
You gain a +5 bonus to attack rolls you make with ranged

weapons.

Improved DefenseImproved Defense
While wearing armor, you gain a +2 bonus to AC

Improved DuelingImproved Dueling
When you are wielding a melee weapon in one hand and no

other weapons, you gain a +5 to damage rolls with that

weapon.

Improved Great Weapon FightingImproved Great Weapon Fighting

When you roll a 1 or 2 on a damage die for an attack you

make with a melee weapon that you are wielding with two

hands, you can reroll the die and must use the new roll, even

if the new roll is a 1 or a 2. The damage bonus from your

ability score is doubled for this weapon. The weapon must

have the two-handed or versatile property for you to gain this

benefit.

Improved ProtectionImproved Protection
When a creature you can see attack a target other than you

that is within 10 feet they have disadvantage on the attack

roll. You must be wielding a shield.

Improved Two Weapon FightingImproved Two Weapon Fighting
When you engage in two-weapon fighting, you can make two

attacks instead of one.
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Martial Archetype FeaturesMartial Archetype Features

Second Wind ImprovementSecond Wind Improvement Your second wind ability gets more powerful at level 25. It

now reads as follows. You have a limited well of stamina that

you can draw on to protect yourself from harm. On your turn,

you can use a bonus action to regain hit points equal to a

number of d10s equal to your fighter level. Once you use this

feature, you must finish a short or long rest before you can

use it again.

ChampionChampion
Improved Superior CriticalImproved Superior Critical
Starting at level 22 your weapon attacks score a critical hit on

a roll of 17-20.

Improved Remarkable AthleteImproved Remarkable Athlete
Starting a level 27, you can add your proficiency bonus to any

Strength, Dexterity, or Constitution check you make that

doesn't already use your proficiency bonus. Furthermore you

have expertise in any Strength, Dexterity, or Constitution

check which you have proficiency.

Epic CriticalEpic Critical
Starting at level 38, your weapon attacks score a critical hit

on a roll of 15-20.

Battle MasterBattle Master
Continued Combat SuperiorityContinued Combat Superiority
At level 22 your superiority dice turn into 2d8s. At level 27

they turn into d20s. At level 38 they turn into 3d8s.

Superiority DieSuperiority Die
You gain an additional superiority die at level 22, level 27, and

level 38

Improved Know your EnemyImproved Know your Enemy
At level 27 if you spend at least 1 minute observing or

interacting with another creature outside combat, you can

learn certain information about its capabilities compared to

your own. The DM tells you exactly two of the following

characteristics that can be found only on a creature once in a

day: strength score, dexterity score, constitution score, armor

class, current hit points, Total fighter levels (if any), total class

levels (if any), the creatures CR (if known or approximate if

the dm doesn't know), any vulnerabilities (if any), any

immunities (if any). The dm can lie or the tell the character

they can't tell them at dms discretion.

Improved RelentlessImproved Relentless
Starting at level 38, when you roll initiative you replenish all

of your superiority die.
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Eldritch KnightEldritch Knight
Epic War MagicEpic War Magic
Beginning at level 22, when you use your action to cast a

cantrip or spell you can make two weapon attacks as a bonus

action.

Improved eldritch strikeImproved eldritch strike
Beginning at level 27, you learn how to make your weapon

strikes undercut a creature's resistance to your spells. When

you hit a creature with a weapon attack, that creature has a

-10 on the next saving throw it makes against a spell you cast

before the end of your next turn.

Arcane MasteryArcane Mastery
Beginning at level 38, you learn an epic spell but as a level 25

equivalent wizard.

Eldritch Knight SpellcastingEldritch Knight Spellcasting

AgentAgent
LevelLevel

CantripsCantrips
KnownKnown

SpellsSpells
KnownKnown 1st1st 2nd2nd 3rd3rd 4th4th 5th5th 6th6th 7th7th

21st 3 13 4 3 3 1 - - -

22nd 3 14 4 3 3 2 - - -

23rd 3 14 4 3 3 2 - - -

24th 3 14 4 3 3 2 - - -

25th 3 15 4 3 3 3 1 - -

26th 3 15 4 3 3 3 1 - -

27th 4 15 4 3 3 3 1 - -

28th 4 16 4 3 3 3 2 - -

29th 4 16 4 3 3 3 2 - -

30th 4 16 4 3 3 3 2 - -

31th 4 17 4 3 3 3 2 1 -

32th 4 17 4 3 3 3 2 1 -

33th 4 17 4 3 3 3 2 1 -

34th 4 18 4 3 3 3 2 1 -

35th 4 18 4 3 3 3 2 1 -

36th 4 18 4 3 3 3 2 1 -

37th 5 19 4 3 3 3 2 1 1

38th 5 19 4 3 3 3 2 1 1

39th 5 19 4 3 3 3 2 1 1

40th 5 20 4 3 3 3 2 1 1

Purple Dragon KnightPurple Dragon Knight
Improved Rallying CryImproved Rallying Cry
Starting at level 22, when you use your second wind feature,

you can choose up to second creatures within 60 feet of you

that are allied with you. Each one regains hit points equal to

twice your fighter level, provided that creature can see or

hear you.

Improved Royal EnvoyImproved Royal Envoy
Starting at level 27, you your proficiency bonus is tripled for

persuasion checks. Furthermore you gain proficiency in

either intelligence, wisdom, or charisma saving throws.

Improved inspiring surgeImproved inspiring surge
Starting at level 38, when you use your action surge feature,

you choose up to two allies within 60 feet of you they may use

their reaction to perform what would normally take an action

this turn.

Arcane ArcherArcane Archer
Improved Arcane ShotImproved Arcane Shot
Starting at level 22, you may perform as many arcane shots

as twice your intelligence modifier (min 4) you regain all uses

of this ability on a short or long rest.

Improved Arcane Shot optionsImproved Arcane Shot options
All of the arcane shots become more powerful when you get

to epic levels in the following manner.

Banishing Arrow. After you reach level 27 in this class, a

target also takes 4d6 force damage when the arrow hits it.

Begulling Arrow. The psychic damage increases to 8d6

when you reach 27th level in this class.

Bursting arrow. The force damage increases to 8d6 when

you reach level 27 in this class.

Enfeebling arrow. The necrotic damage increases to 8d6

when you reach 27th level in this class.

Grasping Arrow. The poison and slashing damage both

increase to 8d6 when you reach 27th level in this class.

Piercing Arrow. The piercing damage increases to 4d6

which you reach level 27 in this class.

Seeking arrow. The force damage increases to 4d6 when

you reach level 27 in this class.

Shadow arrow. The psychic damage increases to 8d6

when you reach level 27 in this class.

Improved Magic ArrowImproved Magic Arrow
Starting at level 27, every arrow you fire gets a +2

enchantment on top of what it already has. So a +1 arrow

would be treated as a +3 if fired by a level 27 arcane archer

for example.

Epic piercing arrowsEpic piercing arrows
Starting at level 38, whenever you hit a creature with a

ranged attack you may make a similar ranged attack against a

creature 30 feet from it that deals half damage.
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CavalierCavalier
Improved Warding ManeuverImproved Warding Maneuver
Starting at level 22, you learn to fend off strikes directed at

you, your mount, or other creatures nearby. If you or a

creature you can see within melee weapon range is hit by an

attack, you can roll a 1d20 as a reaction if you're wielding a

melee weapon or a shield. Roll the die, and add the number

rolled to the target's AC against that attack. If the attack still

hits, the target has resistance against the attack's damage.

You can use this feature a number of times equal to twice

your constitution modifier(minimum of 2), and you regain all

expended uses of it which you finish a short rest.

Improved Ferocious chargerImproved Ferocious charger
Starting at level 27, if you knock a creature down with this

feature you get an extra attack against it.

Improved Unwavering markImproved Unwavering mark
Starting at level 38, unwavering mark is changed in this way.

In addition, if a creature marked by you deals damage to

anyone other than you, you can perform the attack action

against the marked creature as a bonus action on your next

turn. You have advantage on each attack roll, and if it hits,

each weapon attack deals extra damage to the target equal to

half you fighter level.

Regardless of the number of creatures you mark, you can

make this special attack a number of times equal to two

times your strength modifier (minimum of two), and you

regain all expended uses of it when you finish a long rest.

SamuraiSamurai
Improved Fighting SpiritImproved Fighting Spirit
Starting at level 22, you can use fighting spirit a number of

times equal to 3+ your strength or dexterity modifier(your

choice). You now regain all uses when you finish a short or

long rest.

Improved Strength before deathImproved Strength before death
Starting at level 27, if you use strength before death and you

manage to avoid dropping to 0 hp you heal up to half(rounded

down) of your total HP.

Improved Rapid StrikeImproved Rapid Strike
Starting at level 38, rapid strike is changed in the following

way. If you take the attack action on your turn and have

advantage on an attack roll against one of the targets, you can

forgo the advantage for that roll to make an additional

weapon attack against that target, as part of the same action.

It is no longer limited to once a turn but instead 7 times in a

turn.
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The MonkThe Monk

LevelLevel Proficiency BonusProficiency Bonus FeaturesFeatures Martial ArtsMartial Arts Ki PointsKi Points Unarmed MovementUnarmed Movement

21st +7 Purity of Sight 1d10 21 +30

22nd +7 Monastic Tradition 1d10 22 +35

23rd +7 Ever Moving Body 1d12 23 +35

24th +7 Ability Score Improvement 1d12 24 +35

25th +8 Static Body 1d12 25 +35

26th +8 Resilient Body 1d12 26 +40

27th +8 Monastic Tradition 1d12 27 +40

28th +8 Ability Score Improvement 1d12 28 +40

29th +9 Magic Resistance 2d8 29 +40

30th +9 Extra Attack (2) 2d8 30 +45

31st +9 Racial Paragon Ability 2d8 31 +45

32nd +9 Ability Score Improvement 2d8 32 +45

33rd +10 Tempered Body 2d8 33 +45

34th +10 Ability Score Improvement 2d8 34 +50

35th +10 Improved Perfect Self 1d20 35 +50

36th +10 Ability Score Improvement 1d20 36 +50

37th +11 Enduring Soul 1d20 37 +50

38th +11 Monastic Tradition 1d20 38 +55

39th +11 Ability Score Improvement 1d20 39 +55

40th +11 Pristine Soul 1d20 40 +55

The MonkThe Monk

Pristine SoulPristine Soul
At level 40, You get double your proficiency bonus to all

saving throws.

Enduring SoulEnduring Soul
Starting at level 37 if you would gain a level of exhaustion you

instead roll a d20. On an 11-20 you don't gain the level of

exhaustion.

Static BodyStatic Body
Starting at level 25 you gain immunity to being petrified

through your mastery of KI.

Ever moving bodyEver moving body
Starting at level 23 you gain immunity to being paralyzed

through your mastery of KI.

Purity of SightPurity of Sight
Starting at level 21 you gain immunity to being blinded.

Resilient BodyResilient Body
Starting at level 26, you gain immunity to being stunned

through your mastery of Ki.

Magic ResistanceMagic Resistance
Starting at level 29, you start to have advantage on all saving

throws against spells and resistance against damage from

spells.

Tempered BodyTempered Body
Starting at level 33 your body has become tempered against

the extremes of climate. You can no longer suffer exhaustion

by spending long periods in extreme heat and extreme. You

more importantly gain resistance to cold, fire, and acid

damage.

Improved Perfect SelfImproved Perfect Self
Starting at level 35 when you roll for initiative and have no ki

points remaining, you regain 8 ki points.
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Monastic Tradition FeaturesMonastic Tradition Features
Way of the open handWay of the open hand
Improved Open Hand TechniqueImproved Open Hand Technique
Starting at level 22, open hand technique gets modified in the

following way: You can manipulate your enemy's ki when you

harness your own. Whenever you hit a creature with one of

the attacks granted by your flurry of blows, you can impose

one of the following effects on that target:

It must succeed on a dexterity saving throw or be knocked

prone. If it is knocked prone the fall to the floor does 2d10

force damage.

It must make a strength saving throw. If it fail, you can push

it up to 60 feet away from you. If it collides with something on

the way if must then make a acrobatics check or fall prone.

It can't take reactions until end of turn. It take an additional

2d10 force damage.

Improved Wholeness of bodyImproved Wholeness of body
Starting at level 27, wholeness of body gets modified in the

following way: You gain the ability to heal yourself. As an

action, you can regain hit points equal to 5 times you monk

level. You must finish a long rest before you can use this

feature again.

Improved Quivering PalmImproved Quivering Palm
Starting at level 38, quivering body gets modified in the

following way: When you hit a creature with an unarmed

strike, you can spend 3 Ki points to start these imperceptible

vibrations, which last for a number of days equal to your

monk level. The vibrations are harmless unless you use your

action to end them. To do so , you and the target must be on

the same plane of existence. When you use this action, the

creature must make a constitution saving throw. If it fails, it is

reduced to 0 hit points. If it succeeds, it takes 20d10 necrotic

damage.

You can have only one creature under the effect of this

feature at a time. You can choose to end the vibration

harmlessly without using an action.

Way of ShadowWay of Shadow
Improved Shadow ArtsImproved Shadow Arts
Starting at level 22, you can now spend 4 ki points to cast

greater invisibility, or 3 ki points to cast nondetection.

Improved Shadow StepImproved Shadow Step
Starting at level 27, shadow step is changed as follows: When

you are in dim light or darkness, as a bonus action you can

teleport up to 60 feet to an unoccupied space you can see that

is also in dim light or darkness. You then have advantage on

all of your attacks before the end of your turn.

Improved OpportunistImproved Opportunist
Starting at level 38, opportunist is changed as follows:

Whenever a creature within 5 feet of you is hit by an attack

made by a creature other than you, you can use your reaction

to make 3 melee attacks against that creature.

Way of Four ElementsWay of Four Elements
Spells and ki pointsSpells and ki points
Monk level 20-23rd maximum ki points 7, monk level 24-27

maximum ki points 8, monk level 28-31 maximum ki points 9,

monk level 32-35 maximum ki points 10, monk level 36-39

maximum ki points 11, monk level 40 maximum ki points 12

Elemental DisciplinesElemental Disciplines
At level 22, you can learn a monk named: chain lightning

(blue dragon lightning) which can be cast for 7 ki points, flesh

to stone (Kiss of the Gorgon) which can be cast for 7 ki

points, or move earth (Hands of Grumbar) which can be cast

for 7 ki points.

At level 27, you can learn a monk themed spell: prismatic

spray (elemental blast) which can be cast for 8 ki points,

delayed blast fireball (breathe of the patient dragon) which

can be cast for 8 ki points.

At level 38, you can learn a monk themed spell: Incendiary

cloud (summon plane of fire) which can be cast for 9 ki

points, meteor swarm (Fist of the heavens) which can be cast

for 10 ki points, or hell ball (Wrath of Dragons) which is an

epic spell which can be cast for 11 ki points.

You learn one additional elemental discipline at level 22,

level 27, and level 38.

Way of the Long DeathWay of the Long Death
Improved Touch of DeathImproved Touch of Death
Starting at level 22, you get a different form of touch of death

as follows: When you reduce a creature with 5 feet of you to 0

hit points, you gain temporary hit points equal to two times

your wisdom modifier + you monk level. These temporary hit

points last until they are depleted.

Improved Mastery of DeathImproved Mastery of Death
Starting at level 27, you get a different form of mastery of

death as follows: When you are reduced to 0 hit points, you

can expend 1 ki point (no action required) to have 30 hit

points instead.

Improved Touch of the long DeathImproved Touch of the long Death
Starting at level 38, you get a different form of touch of the

long death as follows: As an action, you touch one creature

within 5 feet of you, and you expend 1 to 20 Ki points. The

target must make a constitution saving throw, and it takes

3d10 necrotic damage per ki point spent on a failed save, or

half as much damage on a successful one.
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Way of the Drunken MasterWay of the Drunken Master
Improved Flurry of blowsImproved Flurry of blows
At level 22, When you use flurry of blows you can now make 3

attacks instead of 2.

Improved Drunkard's luckImproved Drunkard's luck
Starting at level 27, Now drunkard's luck reads as follows.

When you make an ability check, an attack roll, or saving

throw and have disadvantage on the roll you can spend 2 ki

points and not have any disadvantage on any such rolls until

the start of your next turn.

Improved Intoxicated frenzyImproved Intoxicated frenzy
Starting at level 38, intoxicated frenzy now reads: When you

use your flurry of blows, you can make up to 6 additional

attacks with it (up to a total of 9 flurry of blow attacks),

provided that each flurry of blows can hit a creature as much

as two times.

Way of the KenseiWay of the Kensei
Improved Agile ParryImproved Agile Parry
At level 22, Agile parry now give a +4 bonus to AC instead of

+2

Improved Sharpen the BladeImproved Sharpen the Blade
At level 27, Sharpen the blade now has the following text

replace what was there before: You gain the ability to

augment your weapons further with your ki. As a bonus

action, you can expend up to 10 ki points to grant one kensei

weapon you touch a bonus to attack and damage rolls when

you attack with it. The bonus equals the number of ki points

you spent. This bonus lasts for 10 minutes or until you use

this feature again. This feature stacks with similar effects on

items.

Improved Unerring accuracyImproved Unerring accuracy
At level 38, unerring accuracy is replaced with the following

text: If you miss with an attack roll using a monk weapon on

your turn, you only miss if the AC is more than 10 higher

than the attack rolled.

Way of the Sun SoulWay of the Sun Soul
Improved Furious ReprisalImproved Furious Reprisal
Starting at level 22, Whenever you take damage you may

spend 2 ki points to cast hellish rebuke spell on the source.

The difference is that this hellish rebuke does radiant

damage.

You can spend additional ki points to cast hellish rebuke as

a higher level spell. Each additional ki point you spend

increases the spell's level by 1. The maximum number of ki

points that you can spend equal half your monk level.

Improved searing sunburstImproved searing sunburst
Starting at level 27, now searing sunburst gets replaced with

a more powerful version as follows: You gain the ability to

create an orb of light that erupts into a devastating explosion.

As an action, you magically create an orb and hurl it at a

point you choose within 150 feet, where it erupts into a

sphere of radiant light for a brief but deadly instant.

Each creature in that 20 foot radius sphere must succeed

on a constitution saving throw or take 3d6 radiant damage. A

creature doesn't need to make the creature is behind total

cover that is opaque.

You can increase the sphere's damage by spending ki

points. Each point you spend to a maximum of 6 increases

the damage by 3d6.

Improved Sun ShieldImproved Sun Shield
At level 38, sun shield gets replaced by the following: You

shed bright light in a 60 foot radius and dim light for an

additional 60 feet. You can extinguish or restore the light as a

bonus action.

If a creature hits you with a melee attack while this light

shines they take radiant damage equal to 5+ 2 times your

wisdom modifier.
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The Paladin ClassThe Paladin Class

LevelLevel Proficiency BonusProficiency Bonus FeaturesFeatures 1st1st 2nd2nd 3rd3rd 4th4th 5th5th 6th6th 7th7th 8th8th 9th9th

21st +7 Improved Fighting Style 4 3 3 3 2 1 - - -

22nd +7 Sacred Oath Feature 4 3 3 3 2 1 - - -

23rd +7 Channel Divinity (2/rest) 4 3 3 3 2 1 - - -

24th +7 Ability Score Improvement 4 3 3 3 2 1 - - -

25th +8 Epic Aura Improvement 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 - -

26th +8 Channel Divinity (3/rest) 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 - -

27th +8 Sacred Oath Feature 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 - -

28th +8 Ability Score Improvement 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 - -

29th +9 Channel Divinity (4/rest) 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 -

30th +9 Extra Attack (2) 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 -

31st +9 Racial Paragon ability 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 -

32nd +9 Ability Score Improvement 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 -

33rd +10 Sacred Oath Feature 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1

34th +10 Ability Score Improvement 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1

35th +10 Channel Divinity (5/rest) 4 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1

36th +10 Ability Score Improvement 4 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1

37th +11 Channel Divinity (6/rest) 4 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1

38th +11 Epic Divine Smite 4 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1

39th +11 Ability Score Improvement 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1

40th +11 Sacred Oath Feature 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1

The PaladinThe Paladin

Improved Fighting StyleImproved Fighting Style
At level 21 the previous fighting styles are changed with the

following:

Improved DefenseImproved Defense
While wearing armor, you gain a +2 bonus to AC

Improved DuelingImproved Dueling
When you are wielding a melee weapon in one hand and no

other weapons, you gain a +5 to damage rolls with that

weapon.

Improved Great Weapon FightingImproved Great Weapon Fighting
When you roll a 1 or 2 on a damage die for an attack you

make with a melee weapon that you are wielding with two

hands, you can reroll the die and must use the new roll, even

if the new roll is a 1 or a 2. The damage bonus from your

ability score is doubled for this weapon. The weapon must

have the two-handed or versatile property for you to gain this

benefit.

Improved ProtectionImproved Protection
When a creature you can see attack a target other than you

that is within 10 feet they have disadvantage on the attack

roll. You must be wielding a shield.

Sacred Oath FeatureSacred Oath Feature
The paladin is different from the other subclasses in that the

sacred oath is a capstone so I had to include it in this one.

The sacred oath features are at level 22, level 27, level 33, and

level 40

Extra Attack (2)Extra Attack (2)
At level 30 you can attack 2 more times with the attack action

as opposed to one more time.

Epic Aura ImprovementEpic Aura Improvement
At level 25 the range of the aura of protection and aura of

courage increase to 90 feet.
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Sacred Oath Subclass FeatureSacred Oath Subclass Feature

Epic Divine SmiteEpic Divine Smite
At epic levels divine smite no longer caps at 5d8 radiant

damage.

At level 38 you deal an additional 1d8 radiant damage with

each weapon attack or damage spell. This stacks with the

1d8 from improved divine smite learned at level 11.

Channel DivinityChannel Divinity
You get extra uses of channel divinity as shown on the chart.

Continued SpellcastingContinued Spellcasting
Paladins use the cleric spell list for spells of higher level than

specified for paladins.

Oath of DevotionOath of Devotion
Improved Sacred WeaponImproved Sacred Weapon
At level 22, your feature of sacred weapon changes as follows:

As an action or bonus action, you can imbue one weapon that

you are holding with positive energy, using your channel

divinity. For 1 minute, you add twice your charisma modifier

to attack rolls made with that weapon (with a minimum

bonus of +5). The weapon also emits bright light in a 100 foot

radius and dim light 20 feet beyond that. If the weapon is not

already magical, it become magical for the duration.

You can end this effect on your turn as part of any other

action. If you are no longer holding or carrying this weapon,

or if you fall unconscious, this effect ends.

Improved Aura of devotionImproved Aura of devotion
At level 27, your feature of aura devotion changes to the

following: You and friendly creatures within 60 feet of you

can't be charmed, deafened, or blinded while you are

conscious.

Purity of PurposePurity of Purpose
At level 33, you are permanently under the effects of the spell

crusader's mantle.

Improved Holy NimbusImproved Holy Nimbus
At level 40, the ability Holy nimbus now reads as follows: As

an action, you can emanate an aura of sunlight. For 1 minute,

bright light shines from you in a 100 foot radius, and dim

light 30 feet beyond that.

Whenever an enemy creature starts its turn in the bright

light, the creature takes 30 radiant damage.

In addition, for the duration, you have advantage on saving

throws against spells cast by fiends or undead.

Once you use this feature, you can't use it again until you

finish a long rest.

Oath of AncientsOath of Ancients
Improved nature's wrathImproved nature's wrath
Starting at level 22, you can use your channel divinity to

invoke primeval forces to ensnare foes. As an action or bonus

action, you can cause spectral vines to spring up and reach

for all enemy creatures within 20 feet of you that you can see.

The creature must succeed on a Strength or Dexterity saving

throw (its choice) or be restrained. While restrained by the

vines, the creature repeats the saving throw at the end of its

turns. On a success, it frees itself and its vines vanish.

Improved Aura of WardingImproved Aura of Warding
Starting at level 27, aura of warding now has the following

language: You and friendly creatures within 30 feet of you

have immunity to non-epic damage from spells. Against epic

sources you and friendly creatures in the aura take 1/4

damage from non-epic spells. You (only you) have resistance

against damage from epic spells.

Improved Undying sentinelImproved Undying sentinel
Starting at level 33, undying sentinel now reads: When you

are reduced to 0 hit point you make expend a spell slot and

heal 1d8 per spell level after damage is applied. This keeps

your character conscious. Furthermore once per day you can

go to 1 hit point when hitting 0.

Improved Elder ChampionImproved Elder Champion
Starting at level 40, elder champion now reads as follows:

Using your action, you undergo a transformation. For 1

minute, you gain the following benefits: you regain 50 hit

points at the start of each of your turns, whenever you cast a

paladin spell that has a casting time of 1 action, you can cast

it using a bonus action instead, Enemy creatures within 30

feet of you have disadvantage on saving throws against your

paladin spells and channel divinity options.

Oath of VengenceOath of Vengence
Improved Vow of EnmityImproved Vow of Enmity
At level 22: Vow of enmity changes as follows: As a bonus

action, you can utter a vow of enmity against a creature you

can see within 60 feet of you, using your channel divinity. You

gain advantage on attack rolls against the creature for 1

minute or until it drops to 0 hit points or falls unconscious.

Furthermore each weapon attacks you do against it does 1d8

extra weapon damage.

Constant avengerConstant avenger
At level 27, opportunity attacks don't use a reaction for you

but you can only attack for one such instance. So if someone

moves out of your range you can attack the creature like

normal but only once. However if someone else moves out of

your range before you start your turn you can attack them

once too. Or if someone moves out of your range then back

then out again. You can attack them twice.
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Improved Soul of vengeanceImproved Soul of vengeance
At level 33, soul of vengeance now reads: When a creature

under the effect of you vow of enmity makes an attack, you

can use your reaction to make 2 melee weapon attacks

against that creature if it is within range.

Improved Avenging AngelImproved Avenging Angel
At level 40, now avenging angel causes for you to do an

additional 3d8 with each weapon attack.

Oath of the CrownOath of the Crown
Improved Turn the tideImproved Turn the tide
At level 22, Turn the tide is changed to the following: As a

bonus action, you can bolster injured creatures with your

channel divinity. Each creature of your choice that can hear

you within 60 feet of you regains hit points equal to 1d12+you

charisma modifier (minimum 1).

Improved Divine allegianceImproved Divine allegiance
At level 27, divine allegiance now reads: when a creature

within your move speed take damage, you can use you

reaction to move within 5 feet and magically substitute you

own health for that of the target creature, causing that

creature not to take the damage. Instead, you take half of the

damage. This damage can't be reduced to prevented beyond

taking half.

Improved Unyielding spiritImproved Unyielding spirit
At level 33, you are immune to being paralyzed or stunned.

Improved Exalted championImproved Exalted champion
At level 40, exalted champion now reads: You can use your

action to gain the following benefits for 1 hour: You have

resistance to bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing damage.

Your allies succeed on death saving throws they have to roll

for within 60 feet of you. You have a +10 bonus to wisdom

saving throws, as do your allies within 60 feet of you.

This effect ends early if you are incapacitated or die. Once

you use this feature, you can't use it again until you finish a

long rest.

Oath of ConquestOath of Conquest
Improved Guided StrikeImproved Guided Strike
At level 22, guided strike now reads: You can use your

channel divinity to strike with supernatural accuracy. When

you make an attack roll, you can use your channel divinity to

automatically hit(even if you roll a 1). You make this choice

after you see the roll, but before the DM says whether the

attack hits or misses.

Improved Aura of conquestImproved Aura of conquest
At level 27, the aura is now 60 feet and they take damage

equal to your paladin level rather than half.

Improved Scornful RebukeImproved Scornful Rebuke
At level 33, scornful rebuke now reads: Whenever a creature

hits you with an attack, that creature take psychic damage

equal to twice your charisma modifier(minimum of 2) if

you're not incapacitated

Improved Invincible conquerorImproved Invincible conqueror
At level 40, invincible conqueror now reads: As an action, you

can magically become and avatar of conquest, gaining the

following benefits for 1 minute: You have resistance to all

damage. When you take the attack action on your turn, you

can make two additional attacks as part of that action. Your

melee weapon attacks score a critical hit on a roll of 18 or

higher on the d20.

Once you use this feature, you can't use it again until you

finish a long rest.

Oath of RedemptionOath of Redemption
Improved rebuke the violentImproved rebuke the violent
At level 22, rebuke the violent now reads: You can use your

channel divinity to rebuke those who use violence.

Immediately after an attacker within 30 feet of you deals

damage with an attack against a creature other than you, you

can use your reaction to force the attacker to make a wisdom

saving throw at disadvantage. On a failed save, the attacker

takes radiant damage equal to twice the damage it just dealt.

On a successful save, it takes half of the damage it dealt.

Improved Aura of the guardianImproved Aura of the guardian
At level 27, now the range is 120 feet and you don't need to

use a reaction to take damage from others. You just need to

be conscious.

Improved Protective spiritImproved Protective spirit
At level 33, protective spirit now reads: You regain hit points

equal to 1d20+your paladin level if you end your turn in

combat with fewer than half your hit points remaining and

you aren't incapacitated.

Improved Emissary of RedemptionImproved Emissary of Redemption
At level 40, emissary of redemption now even if you attack,

damage a creature, or cast a spell on it.
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Oathbreaker paladinOathbreaker paladin
Improved dreadful aspectImproved dreadful aspect
At level 22, dreadful aspect now reads as follows: As an

action, the paladin channels the darkest emotions and

focuses them into a burst of magical menace. Each creature

of the paladin's choice within 60 feet of the paladin must

make a wisdom saving throw if it can see the paladin. On a

failed save, the target is frightened of the paladin for 1 hour. If

a creature frightened by this effect ends its turn more than 60

feet away from the paladin, it can attempt another wisdom

saving throw to end the effect on it.

Improved Aura of HateImproved Aura of Hate
At level 27, aura of hate now reads as follows: The paladin as

well any friendly fiends and undead within 60 feet of the

paladin, gain a bonus to melee weapon damage rolls equal to

double the paladin's charisma modifier (minimum +2). A

creature can benefit from this feature from only one paladin

at a time.

Improved supernatural resistanceImproved supernatural resistance
At level 33, the paladin gains resistance to bludgeoning,

piercing and slashing weapons.

Improved Dread LordImproved Dread Lord
At level 40, dread lord changes as follows: The paladin can,

as an action, surround himself or herself with an aura of

gloom that lasts for 1 hour. The aura reduces any bright light

in a 60 foot radius around the paladin to a dim light.

Whenever an enemy that is frightened by the paladin starts

its turn in the aura, it takes 10d10 psychic damage.

Additionally, the paladin and creatures he or she chooses in

the aura are draped in deeper shadow. Creatures that rely on

sight have disadvantage on attack rolls against creatures

draped in shadow.

While the aura lasts, the paladin can use a bonus action on

his or her turn to cause the shadows in the aura to attack one

creature. The paladin makes a melee spell attack against the

target. If the attack hits, the target takes necrotic damage

equal to 6d10+twice the paladins charisma modifier.

After activating the aura, the paladin can't do so again until

he or she finishes a long rest.
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The Ranger ClassThe Ranger Class

LevelLevel Proficiency BonusProficiency Bonus FeaturesFeatures Spell's KnownSpell's Known 1st1st 2nd2nd 3rd3rd 4th4th 5th5th 6th6th 7th7th 8th8th 9th9th

21st +7 Improved Fighting Style 12 4 3 3 3 2 1 - - -

22nd +7 Ranger Archetype 12 4 3 3 3 2 1 - - -

23rd +7 Improved Land Stride 13 4 3 3 3 2 1 - - -

24th +7 Ability Score Improvement 13 4 3 3 3 2 1 - - -

25th +8 Favored Enemy Bonus (+4) 14 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 - -

26th +8 Improved Vanish 14 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 - -

27th +8 Ranger Archetype 15 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 - -

28th +8 Ability Score Improvement 15 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 - -

29th +9 Favored Enemy Bonus (+8) 16 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 -

30th +9 Extra Attack (2) 16 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 -

31st +9 Racial Paragon ability 17 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 -

32nd +9 Ability Score Improvement 17 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 -

33rd +10 Favored Enemy Bonus (+12) 18 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1

34th +10 Ability Score Improvement 18 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1

35th +10 Favored Enemy Bonus (+16) 19 4 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1

36th +10 Ability Score Improvement 19 4 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1

37th +11 Favored Enemy Bonus (+20) 20 4 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1

38th +11 Ranger Archetype 20 4 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1

39th +11 Ability Score Improvement 21 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1

40th +11 Improved Foe Slayer 21 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1

The RangerThe Ranger

Improved Fighting StyleImproved Fighting Style
At level 21, fighting styles have been improved in the

following ways:

Improved ArcheryImproved Archery
You gain a +5 bonus to attack rolls you make with ranged

weapons.

Improved DefenseImproved Defense
While wearing armor, you gain a +2 bonus to AC

Improved DuelingImproved Dueling
When you are wielding a melee weapon in one hand and no

other weapons, you gain a +5 to damage rolls with that

weapon.

Improved Two Weapon FightingImproved Two Weapon Fighting
When you engage in two-weapon fighting, you can make two

attacks instead of one.

Improved Land's StrideImproved Land's Stride
At level 23, You may extend all the benefits of land's stride to

up to 12 creatures within 60 feet of you that you can see.

Improved VanishImproved Vanish
At level 26, you may extend the benefits of vanish to up to 12

creatures within 60 feet of you that you can see.

Improved Foe SlayerImproved Foe Slayer
At level 40, foe slayer now reads as the following: You add

your wisdom modifier to both attack rolls and damage rolls

from weapons and spells. Against a favored enemy this bonus

is doubled.

Favored Enemy BonusFavored Enemy Bonus
At levels 25, 29, 33, 35, and 37 you get a bonus to damage

favored enemies each time. This bonus is a +4 to damage

rolls at each of these levels.

You get an additional Favored enemy at levels 29 and 35.
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Ranger Archetype FeaturesRanger Archetype Features

SpellcastingSpellcasting For spell levels not in the ranger spell list use the druid's spell

list.

HunterHunter
Improved Hunter's PreyImproved Hunter's Prey
At level 22, hunter's prey improves in the following ways:

Colossus Slayer. Your tenacity can wear down the most

potent foes. When you hit a creature with a weapon attack,

the creature take and extra 1d8 damage.

Giant Killer. When a large or larger creature within 5 feet

of you hits or misses you with an attack, you can use your

reaction to attack that creature twice immediately after its

attack, provided you can see the creature.

Horde Breaker. Once on each of your turns when you

make a weapon attack, you can make two attacks with the

same weapon against a different creature that is within 5 feet

of the original target and within range of your weapon.

Improved Defensive tacticsImproved Defensive tactics
At level 27, defensive tactics improves in the following ways:

Escape the Horde. You don't cause opportunity attacks.

Multiattack Defense. When a creature hits you with an

attack, you gain a +8 bonus to AC against all subsequent

attack made by that creature for the rest of the turn.

Steel Will. You have a +10 bonus on saving throws against

being frightened.

Improved MultiattackImproved Multiattack
At level 38, volley and whirlwind attack improve in the

following ways

Improved Volley. You can use your action to make a

ranged attack against any number of creatures within 30 feet

of a point you can see within your weapon's range. You must

have ammunition for each target, as normal, and you make a

separate attack roll for each target.

Improved Whirlwind attack. You can use your action to

make two melee attacks against any number of creatures

within melee weapon reach of you, with a separate attack roll

for each attack.

Beast masterBeast master
Improved Exceptional TrainingImproved Exceptional Training
At level 22, you beast companion(s) may take the dash,

disengage, dodge, or help action without you telling it to (you

still command it but don't need to use a bonus action) .

Through working together so long the best knows to do this

on its own.

Improved Bestial FuryImproved Bestial Fury
At level 27, you may get another beast companion alongside

the one you currently have.

Three bodies one mindThree bodies one mind
At level 38, all of you beast companions may now act

independently of you (but still controlled by you.)

GloomstalkerGloomstalker
Improved Dread ambusherImproved Dread ambusher
At level 22, now when you take the attack action on the first

turn, you can make 2 additional weapon attacks and they

each add 1d8 extra damage of that weapons type.

Improved Iron MindImproved Iron Mind
At level 27, you have immunity to the charmed condition and

advantage on saves on any enchantment spell.

Improved Shadowy dodgeImproved Shadowy dodge
At level 38, Whenever a creature makes an attack roll against

you and doesn't have advantage on the roll it has

disadvantage instead.

Horizon WalkerHorizon Walker
Improved Planar WarriorImproved Planar Warrior
At level 22, planar warrior now reads as the following: As a

bonus action, choose one creature you can see within 90 feet

of you. The next time you hit that creature on this turn with a

weapon attack, all damage dealt by the attack becomes force

damage, and the creature takes and extra 5d8 force damage

from the attack.

Improved Distant StrikeImproved Distant Strike
At level 27, distant strike now reads as the following: When

you take the attack action, you can teleport up to 30 feet

before each attack to an unoccupied space you can see.

If you attack at least two different creatures with your

attack action, you can make two attacks against a third

creature.

Improved Spectral DefenseImproved Spectral Defense
At level 38, spectral defense now read as the following: When

you take damage from an attack, you can use your reaction to

give yourself immunity to all of that attack's damage.
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Monster SlayerMonster Slayer
Improved Slayer's PreyImproved Slayer's Prey
At level 22, slayer's prey does an additional 3d6 damage

instead of 1d6 with the first weapon attack each turn.

Improved Magic-User's NemesisImproved Magic-User's Nemesis
At level 27, magic-user's nemesis now reads as the following:

When you see a creature casting a spell or teleporting within

60 feet of you, you can use your reaction to try to magically

foil it. The creature must succeed on a Wisdom saving throw

against your spell save DC, or its spell, epic spell, or teleport

fails and is wasted.

You can use this feature 3 times. All uses replenish on a

short or long rest.

Improved Slayer's CounterImproved Slayer's Counter
At level 38, slayer's counter reads as the following:

You gain the ability to counterattack when your prey tries to

sabotage you. If the target of your slayer's prey forces you to

make a saving throw you can use your reaction to make two

weapon attacks against the quarry. You make this attack

immediately before making the saving throw. If either attack

hits, your save automatically succeeds, in addition to the

attack's normal effects.
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The RogueThe Rogue

LevelLevel Proficiency BonusProficiency Bonus FeaturesFeatures Sneak AttackSneak Attack

21st +7 Improved Expertise 11d6

22nd +7 Roguish Archetype 11d6

23rd +7 Improved Uncanny Dodge 12d6

24th +7 Ability Score Improvement 12d6

25th +8 Improved Sneak Attack (2d6) 15d6

26th +8 Improved Expertise 15d6

27th +8 Roguish Archetype 16d6

28th +8 Ability Score Improvement 16d6

29th +9 Improved Uncanny Dodge 17d6

30th +9 Improved Cunning Action 17d6

31st +9 Racial Paragon Ability 18d6

32nd +9 Ability Score Improvement 18d6

33rd +10 Improved Blind Sense 19d6

34th +10 Greater Rage 19d6

35th +10 Improved Sneak Attack 22d6

36th +10 Ability Score Improvement 22d6

37th +11 Improved Uncanny Dodge 23d6

38th +11 Roguish Archetype 23d6

39th +11 Ability Score Improvement 24d6

40th +11 Epic Talent 24d6

The RogueThe Rogue

Improved ExpertiseImproved Expertise
At level 21 you can add your proficiency bonus again on top

of expertise and have it stack. You pick two skills or thieves

tools that you have expertise in to get this benefit. At level 26

you choose two expertise skills again.

Improved Cunning ActionImproved Cunning Action
At level 30 you can take the dash, disengage, or hide action

for free but only once a turn and only once for either of these

three. This actually doesn't overwrite the previous cunning

action. So for example you can dash for free, then dash with

cunning action, and then dash with your action on your turn.

Improved Uncanny DodgeImproved Uncanny Dodge
At level 23 uncanny dodge no longer requires a reaction but

is limited to 10 times per long rest. At level 29, and level 37

you can use uncanny dodge 10 more times per rest. So 10

level 23, 20 level 29, and 30 level 37.

Epic TalentEpic Talent
At level 40, Whenever you make an ability check that lets you

add your proficiency bonus, you treat d20 rolls as 19s unless

you roll it to be a 20. Furthermore you add your Intelligence

modifier (minimum 3) to all skill and tool checks.

Improved Blind SenseImproved Blind Sense
At level 33 if you are able to hear, you are aware of the

location of any hidden or invisible creatures within 30 feet of

you.

Improved Sneak AttackImproved Sneak Attack
At level 25 and level 35, you add 2d6 to your sneak attack

damage.
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Roguish Archetype FeaturesRoguish Archetype Features
ThiefThief
Improved supreme sneakImproved supreme sneak
Starting at level 22, supreme sneak now reads as follows: You

have advantage on Dexterity (Stealth) checks.

Improved Use magic deviceImproved Use magic device
Starting at level 27, you know how to use items to get the

most out of them. Any item that is consumable or has charges

has double the number of uses is does for others. If you later

give this item to others its uses get divided by two and

rounded down.

Improved Thief's ReflexesImproved Thief's Reflexes
Starting at level 38, thief's reflexes now reads as follows: You

can take 3 turns during the first round of any combat. You

take your first turn at your normal initiative, your second turn

at initiative minus 5, and your third turn at initiative minus 10.

You can't use this feature when you are surprised.

AssassinAssassin
PoisonerPoisoner
Starting at level 22, when you use poison whether to coat a

weapon or to poison someone's food the damage done is

double and if relevant the time it takes to take effect may be

doubled or halved(your choice).

Improved PoisonerImproved Poisoner
Starting at level 27, you have additional effects to poisoner as

follows: Against your poison creatures are more susceptible.

If they would have immunity then are resistant when it comes

to the damage of your poison, If they have resistance they

take damage from your poison as normal, if they take damage

as normal from poison they are vulnerable to your poison,

and if they are normally vulnerable to poison they take 3

times the poison damage from your poison. Again this is only

if it is on your weapon and you use it or if you poison

something yourself.

Improved Death StrikeImproved Death Strike
Starting at level 38, death strike now reads as follows: When

you attack and hit a creature that is surprised, it must make a

constitution saving throw (DC 8+ your dexterity modifier +

your proficiency bonus). On a failed save, triple the damage of

your attack against the creature.

Arcane TricksterArcane Trickster
Magical AmbushMagical Ambush
Starting at level 22, magical ambush now reads: if you are

hidden from a creature when you cast a spell on it, the

creature has a -10 on any saving throw it makes against the

spell.

Mage Hand ExpertMage Hand Expert
Starting at level 27, mage hand can now carry up to 150

pounds and always seems to be active around the character.

It can equip a weapon or shield. It can be controlled without a

second thought. You can cast mage hand to get a second

hand but it doesn't have these qualities and instead acts like it

would at lower levels of arcane trickster. Further more you

can now as a bonus action do one weapon attack with it and

it deals 5d6 sneak attack damage. If you have a shield

equipped you get the defensive bonuses of that shield.

Improved Spell thiefImproved Spell thief
Starting at level 38, spell thief now works on epic spells and

on spell levels that you do not have. Also it now replenishes at

a short or long rest.

Arcane TricksterArcane Trickster

AgentAgent
LevelLevel

CantripsCantrips
KnownKnown

SpellsSpells
KnownKnown 1st1st 2nd2nd 3rd3rd 4th4th 5th5th 6th6th 7th7th

21st 3 13 4 3 3 1 - - -

22nd 3 14 4 3 3 2 - - -

23rd 3 14 4 3 3 2 - - -

24th 3 14 4 3 3 2 - - -

25th 3 15 4 3 3 3 1 - -

26th 3 15 4 3 3 3 1 - -

27th 4 15 4 3 3 3 1 - -

28th 4 16 4 3 3 3 2 - -

29th 4 16 4 3 3 3 2 - -

30th 4 16 4 3 3 3 2 - -

31th 4 17 4 3 3 3 2 1 -

32th 4 17 4 3 3 3 2 1 -

33th 4 17 4 3 3 3 2 1 -

34th 4 18 4 3 3 3 2 1 -

35th 4 18 4 3 3 3 2 1 -

36th 4 18 4 3 3 3 2 1 -

37th 5 19 4 3 3 3 2 1 1

38th 5 19 4 3 3 3 2 1 1

39th 5 19 4 3 3 3 2 1 1

40th 5 20 4 3 3 3 2 1 1
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InquisitiveInquisitive
Improved Insightful fightingImproved Insightful fighting
Starting at 22nd level, insightful fighting now reads: You gain

the ability to decipher an opponent's tactics and develop a

counter to them. As a bonus action, you can make a Wisdom

(Insight) check with advantage against a creature you can see

that isn't incapacitated, contested by the target's charisma

(Deception) check. If you succeed, you can use your sneak

attack against that target even if you don't have advantage on

the attack roll, and even if you have disadvantage on the

attack roll.

This benefit lasts for 1 hour or until you successfully use

this feature against a different target.

Improved Steady eyeImproved Steady eye
Starting at level 27, Steady Eye now reads: you now have a

+10 bonus to Wisdom (Perception) and Intelligence

(Investigation) checks. Furthermore your passive perception

and investigation increase by that amount.

Improved Eye for WeaknessImproved Eye for Weakness
Starting at level 38, eye for weakness now reads: While your

insightful fighting feature applies to a creature, your sneak

attack damage against that creature increases by 7d6

damage.

MastermindMastermind
Improved Master of tacticsImproved Master of tactics
Starting at level 22, when you use the help action or help

bonus action you can use it on up to 3 creatures of your

choice.

Improved Insightful ManipulatorImproved Insightful Manipulator
Starting at level 27, insightful manipulator now reads: If you

spend at least 1 minute observing or interacting with another

creature outside combat, you can learn certain information

about its capabilities and personality compared to your own.

The DM tells you as close to the exact information as

possible regarding the 4 of the following characteristics of

your choice:

Intelligence score, Wisdom Score, Charisma score, Class

levels(if any), Dreams, Fears, Loyalty, characters history,

prejudices, who they are attracted to, or any other personality

traits. Secrets cost 3 of the following characteristics.

The DM can still choose to not tell the character if it is

central to the plot and let the character choose another

option. The DM can lie to the character for insightful

manipulator but must make a successful deception versus

the characters insight check to not have the character know it

was a lie.

Improved Soul of DeceitImproved Soul of Deceit
Starting at level 38, you now get a +15 bonus to charisma

(deception) checks.

ScoutScout
Improved SkirmisherImproved Skirmisher
Starting a level 22, skirmisher now reads as follows: You can

move up to your movement speed as a reaction when an

enemy moves within 5 feet of you. This movement doesn't

provoke opportunity attacks.

Improved SurvivalistImproved Survivalist
Starting at level 27, you add your proficiency bonus yet again

on top of the skills nature and survival.

Improved Superior MobilityImproved Superior Mobility
Starting at level 38, your walking speed increases by 50 feet.

If you have a climbing or swimming speed this increase

applies to that speed as well. This bonus stacks with superior

mobility from before. Your high jump and long jump

distances are multiplied by 5(minimum of 10 feet).

SwashbucklerSwashbuckler
Improved Fancy FootworkImproved Fancy Footwork
Starting a level 22, you don't provoke opportunity attacks

from moving away from creatures.

Improved Elegant ManeuverImproved Elegant Maneuver
Starting a level 27, elegant maneuver now reads: You can use

a bonus action on your turn to get a +10 on the next

Dexterity(Acrobatics) or Strength (Athletics) check you make

during the same turn.

Improved Master DuelistImproved Master Duelist
Starting at level 38, master duelist now reads. If you miss

with an attack roll, you can roll it again with advantage. You

may only do this once per turn.
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The Sorcerer ClassThe Sorcerer Class

LevelLevel
ProficiencyProficiency

BonusBonus FeaturesFeatures
CantripsCantrips
KnownKnown

SpellsSpells
KnownKnown 1st1st 2nd2nd 3rd3rd 4th4th 5th5th 6th6th 7th7th 8th8th 9th9th

21st +7 Epic Spell 4 15 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1

22nd +7 Sorcerous Origin Feature 4 15 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2

23rd +7 Improved Metamagic 4 15 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2

24th +7 Ability Score Improvement 4 15 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2

25th +8 Epic Spell 4 16 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 2 2

26th +8 Improved Metamagic 4 16 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2

27th +8 Sorcerous Origin Feature 4 16 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 2

28th +8 Ability Score Improvement 4 16 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2

29th +9 Epic Spell 4 16 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 2

30th +9 Improved Metamagic Capacity 4 17 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3

31st +9 Racial Paragon ability 4 17 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3

32nd +9 Ability Score Improvement 4 17 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3

33rd +10 Improved Metamagic 4 17 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3

34th +10 Epic Spell 4 17 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

35th +10 Improved Metamagic 4 18 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

36th +10 Ability Score Improvement 4 18 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4

37th +11 Epic Spell 4 18 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4

38th +11 Sorcerous Origin Feature 4 18 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4

39th +11 Ability Score Improvement 4 18 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4

40th +11 Improved Sorcerous
Restoration

4 19 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

The SorcererThe Sorcerer

Improved Sorcerous RestorationImproved Sorcerous Restoration
At level 40, you regain all your sorcerer points on a short rest.

Improved Metamagic CapacityImproved Metamagic Capacity
At level 30, you can now use two metamagic options on one

spell. Also if it makes sense meta magic can be applied to

epic spells but you are limited to one metamagic on an epic

spell.

Epic SpellEpic Spell
You get an epic spell on levels 21, 25, 29, 34, 37

Sorcery PointsSorcery Points
There is no change, sorcery points are still equal your

sorceror level.
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Improved MetamagicImproved Metamagic
At levels 23, 26, 33, and 35 you can choose a new meta magic

option to have from the previous metamagic list including the

new ones as follows:

Persistent SpellPersistent Spell
When you cast a spell that doesn't have a duration of

instantaneous you can lengthen its duration to 24 hours. If it

normally has a duration longer than 24 hours its duration

becomes 1 year unless it normally lasts longer than that. This

costs 2 sorcery points. Prerequisite: Extend Spell

Far Distant SpellFar Distant Spell
You can extend the distance of a spell to one mile. This costs

2 sorcery points. Distant spell can be applied after this to

further double the distance and is considered as just using

one meta magic option.

Improved Heightened spellImproved Heightened spell
When you cast a spell that forces a creature to make a saving

throw to resist its effects, you can spend 8 sorcery points to

give one target a -10 on the first saving throw against the

spell. Prerequisite: Heightened spell

Improved Quickened SpellImproved Quickened Spell
Unlike other metamagic options this one is permanent. You

can now can cast more than one spell a turn even if one isn't

a cantrip. You are still limited by the actions and bonus

actions you have. Prerequisite: Quickened Spell

Improved Careful SpellImproved Careful Spell
Unlike other metamagic options this one alters careful spell.

Now creatures you choose with careful spell aren't affected

by the spell you cast. Prerequisite: Careful Spell

Sure spellSure spell
When you cast a spell you can spend 3 sorcery points on

making is a sure spell. If you do your spell can't be

countered(can't apply to epic spells).

Thrice SpellThrice Spell
When you cast a spell that targets only one creature and

doesn't have a range of self, you can spend a number of

sorcery points equal to spell's level to target two additional

creatures in range with the same spell(1 sorcery point if a

cantrip and 20 for an epic spell).

To be eligible a spell must be incapable or targeting more

than one creature at the spell's current level. Prerequisite:

Twinned spell. Replaces twinned spell but doesn't give back a

metamagic option.

Bouncing SpellBouncing Spell
When you cast a spell that has the option of saving to fail

completely you can spend 2 sorcery points. If you do the spell

targets another creature in 30 feet if it fails. It only does this

once.

Contingency spellContingency spell
When you cast a spell you can delay it up to 1 day for 5

sorcery points. The spell isn't delayed and activates when it

meets a certain contingency that you set is met. If the

contingency is never met the spell can be set to activate when

the time is up or to dissipate. This spell can have persistent

or extend spell also cast on it to extend the duration.

Attack SpellAttack Spell
When you cast a spell that normally doesn't have a spell

attack you can give it one for 1 sorcery point. If it crits

damage is doubled, or the initial save is increased by your

spell casting modifier. The dm can choose additional benefits

for crits.

Tricky SpellTricky Spell
If you cast a spell and it has a certain save to avoid or lessen

its effects you can spend 8 sorcery points to change the

saving type and saves thereafter for that spell. For example

you can make a fireball a strength saving throw or take half

damage. It is more expensive because it can negate evasion

or similar abilities. Or you can make an enchantment spell a

Constitution saving throw and a constitution save for every

occurrence of that casting of that spell.

Hidden spellHidden spell
When you cast a spell you can spend 1 sorcery point. If you

do the target makes a wisdom check against your spell save

dc. On a failed save the target doesn't realize they are under

the effects of the spell. Also you can change the percieved

spell school of a spell. So a detect magic will think that

skeletons are being raised using divination magic. This spell

can get around the notorious drawback of charm person. The

can realize that they have been charmed but won't know it is

you. This is a little bit of dm discretion on what their npcs

realize and what they don't. Also there are no somatic or

verbal components to the spell. Prerequisite: Subtle spell

Maximize spellMaximize spell
When you cast a spell you can spend 7 sorcery points. If you

do all the damage from the spell is the maximum number on

any dice rolls for damage. Even if it isn't damage anywhere

there is a dice roll the amount is maximized.

Disempower SpellDisempower Spell
As a reaction to an enemy spell being cast you can spend 2

sorcery points. If you do you can reroll up to a number of dice

on a damaging spell equal to your charisma modifier

(minimum of one).

Blind SpellBlind Spell
If you take this metamagic it is always on. The metamagic

allows you to remove the necessity to see from the spell.
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Sorcerous Archetype FeaturesSorcerous Archetype Features
Draconic BloodlineDraconic Bloodline
Improved Draconic ResilienceImproved Draconic Resilience
At level 22, Your AC when not wearing armor is equal to 16+

your dexterity modifier.

Improved Elemental AffinityImproved Elemental Affinity
At level 27, elemental affinity now reads: when you cast a

spell that deals damage of the type associated with your

draconic ancestry, you can add double your charisma

modifier to one damage roll of that spell. Furthermore you

gain resistance to that damage type permanently.

Improved Draconic PresenceImproved Draconic Presence
At level 38, draconic presence now lasts 8 hours and doesn't

require concentration.

Wild MagicWild Magic
Improved Wild magic SurgeImproved Wild magic Surge
At level 22 you may choose when a spell is affected by wild

magic.

Improved bend luckImproved bend luck
At level 27, bend luck now uses a 1d10.

Improved Control ChaosImproved Control Chaos
At level 38, Whenever you roll on the wild surge magic table

you can roll 4 times and choose any of the rolls.

Divine SoulDivine Soul
Improved Favored by the godsImproved Favored by the gods
At level 22, you may now use the feature favored by the gods

3 times and all uses replenish on a short or long rest.

Improved Empowered HealingImproved Empowered Healing
At level 27. When you cast a spell that heals a creature, you

can spend any number of sorcery points. For each sorcery

spent you can heal an additional 1d8+your charisma modifier

to that creature.

Improved Unearthly RecoveryImproved Unearthly Recovery
At level 38, unearthly recovery now states: As a bonus action

when you have fewer than half of your hit points remaining,

you can regain a number of hit points equal to half your hit

point maximum. You may do this 3 times per long rest.

Shadow MagicShadow Magic
Improved Strength of the graveImproved Strength of the grave
At level 22, If you are reduced to 0 hit points you can spend 1

sorcery point to go to 1 hit point instead.

Improved Shadow WalkImproved Shadow Walk
At level 27, you can now also shadow walk as a reaction to

taking damage or when an enemy move within 5 feet of you.

Improved Umbral FormImproved Umbral Form
At level 38, umbral form now lasts for 1 hour and requires

only 1 sorcery point. It also doesn't require a bonus action.

Storm SorceryStorm Sorcery
Improved Tempestuous magicImproved Tempestuous magic
At level 22, tempestuous magic now read as follows: After you

cast a spell of 1st level or higher you can fly up to 30 feet

without provoking opportunity attacks.

Improved Heart of the stormImproved Heart of the storm
At level 27, heart of the storm now reads as follows: You gain

resistance to lightning and thunder damage. In addition

whenever you start casting a spell of 1st level or higher that

deals lightning or thunder damage, stormy magic erupts from

you. This eruption causes creatures of your choice that you

can see within 30 feet of you to take lightning and thunder

damage equal to half your sorcerer level.(it does both damage

so a total of your sorcerer level worth of damage without

resistances).

Improved Storm's FuryImproved Storm's Fury
At level 38, storm's fury now pushes them 60 feet and they

have disadvantage on the strength saving throw.
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The WarlockThe Warlock

LevelLevel
ProficiencyProficiency

BonusBonus FeaturesFeatures
CantripsCantrips
KnownKnown

SpellsSpells
KnownKnown

SpellSpell
SlotsSlots

SlotSlot
LevelLevel

Eldritch InvocationsEldritch Invocations
KnownKnown

21st +7 Any Cantrip 5 16 4 6 9

22nd +7 Otherworldly Patron 5 16 4 6 9

23rd +7 Improved Pact Boon 5 17 5 6 9

24th +7 Ability Score
Improvement

6 17 5 6 10

25th +8 - 6 18 5 6 10

26th +8 Ability Score
Improvement

6 18 5 6 10

27th +8 Otherworldly Patron 7 19 5 6 11

28th +8 Ability Score
Improvement

7 19 5 6 11

29th +9 Improved Concentration 7 20 6 6 11

30th +9 Epic Spell 8 20 6 6 12

31st +9 Racial Paragon Ability 8 21 6 7 12

32nd +9 Ability Score
Improvement

8 21 6 7 12

33rd +10 - 9 22 6 7 13

34th +10 Epic Spell 9 22 6 7 13

35th +10 - 9 23 7 7 13

36th +10 Ability Score
Improvement

10 23 7 7 14

37th +11 Epic Spell 10 24 7 7 14

38th +11 Otherworldly Patron 10 24 7 7 14

39th +11 Ability Score
Improvement

11 25 7 7 15

40th +11 Improved Eldritch
Master

11 25 7 7 15

The warlockThe warlock

Any CantripAny Cantrip
At level 21, You may now learn a cantrip from any spell list

when you can learn a cantrip. Futhermore you can swap out a

cantrip that you know with another cantip whenever you

finish a long rest.

Epic SpellEpic Spell
you only learn 3 epic spells at level 30, 34, and 37

Improved Eldritch MasterImproved Eldritch Master
At level 40, You now regain your spell slots from pact magic

with 1 minute of rest. You may use hit dice to heal if you have

1 minute of rest.

Improved ConcentrationImproved Concentration

At level 29, You can maintain concentration better than

before and have advantage on concentration checks.

Improved Pact boonImproved Pact boon
at level 23 your pact boon becomes more powerful in the

following way:

Pact of the chainPact of the chain
Your creature selection has increased to any creature of CR 5

or lower to be your familiar. As long as the creature doesn't

have an intelligence above 16.

Pact of the BladePact of the Blade
Your pact weapon now gets a +2 to weapon attack or damage.

These bonuses stack if you make an already magical weapon

your pact weapon.
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Otherworldly Patron FeatureOtherworldly Patron Feature

Pact of the tomePact of the tome When selecting spells for your pact magic you can select

spells up to one level higher than your slot level. These spells

will be cast at their current level even if it is one level higher.

ArchfeyArchfey
Improved Fey PresenceImproved Fey Presence
At level 22, it is now a 40 foot cube.

Improved Misty EscapeImproved Misty Escape
At level 27, misty escape now reads as follows: When you

take damage, you can use your reaction to turn invisible, gain

resistance to physical damage, and teleport up to 120 feet

away to an unoccupied space you can see. You remain

invisible, and have resistance to physical damage until the

start of your next turn or you cast a spell.

You can do this a number of times equal to your charisma

modifier. All uses replenish on a short or long rest.

Improved Dark DeliriumImproved Dark Delirium
At level 38, dark delirium is stronger. Now they make their

wisdom save at disadvantage, it lasts 10 minutes, and

attacking them doesn't cause it to end early. Instead if you

damage them they only get to make another wisdom save at

disadvantage.

The FiendThe Fiend
Improved Dark One's own luckImproved Dark One's own luck
At level 22, you now roll a d12 and you can use this a number

of times equal to your charisma modifier per short or long

rest.

Improved Fiendish resilienceImproved Fiendish resilience
At level 27, you can now choose 3 damage type to be resistant

to and only silvered weapons ignore this resistance.

Improved Hurl through hellImproved Hurl through hell
At level 38, hurl through hell now does 25d10 psychic

damage if they are not a fiend.

The Great Old OneThe Great Old One
Improved Entropic WardImproved Entropic Ward
At level 22, entropic ward now reads as follows: When a

creature make an attack roll against you, you can use your

reaction to impose disadvantage on that roll and all future

attack rolls for 3 turns. Once you use this feature, you can't

use it again until you finish a short or long rest. Further more

you have advantage on attack rolls against creatures that

have disadvantage on attack rolls against you.

Improved Thought shieldImproved Thought shield
At level 27, you have immunity to psychic damage.

Improved Create ThrallImproved Create Thrall
At level 38, you can do create thrall on as many creatures as

your charisma modifier. You cannot do this on a creature with

legendary resistance unless the dm permits it.

The UndyingThe Undying
Improved Defy DeathImproved Defy Death
At level 22, the effects of defy death now happen every time.

You don't need to replenish it with a rest.

Improved Undying NatureImproved Undying Nature
At level 27, you no longer age. Further more you get closer to

undeath and gain immunity to stunned, poisoned, paralyzed,

and frightened conditions. In addition you get immunity to

poison damage. However now you can be turned with cleric

and paladin turn undead features.

Improved Indestructible LifeImproved Indestructible Life
At level 38, the effects of indestructible life now happen

whenever you use your bonus action. You don't need to

replenish it with a rest.

The CelestialThe Celestial
Improved Healing lightImproved Healing light
At level 22, the dice of healing light are now d12s instead of

d6s.

Improved Radiant SoulImproved Radiant Soul
At level 27, radiant soul improves in the following way: You

have resistance to radiant and necrotic damage, and when

you cast a spell that deals radiant or fire damage, you can add

double your charisma modifier to one radiant or fire damage

roll of that spell against one of its targets.

Improved Searing VengeanceImproved Searing Vengeance
At level 38, searing vengeance now changes as follows: When

you have to make a death saving throw at the start of your

turn, you can instead spring back to your feet with a burst of

radiant energy. You regain all your hit points, and then you

can stand up if you so choose. Each creature of your choice

that is within 60 feet of you take radiant damage equal to

5d8+double your charisma modifier, and it is blinded until the

start of your next turn. Once you use this feature, you can't

use it again until you finish a long rest.
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The HexbladeThe Hexblade
Improved Hexblade's curseImproved Hexblade's curse
At level 22, hexblade's curse now reads as the following: As a

bonus action, choose on creature you can see within 30 feet

of you. The target is cursed for 1 minute. The curse ends

early if the target dies, you die, or you are incapacitated. Until

the curse ends you gain the following benefits:

You gain a bonus to damage rolls against the cursed target.

The bonus equals double your proficiency bonus. Any attack

roll you make against the cursed target is a critical hit on a

roll of 18 or higher on the d20. If the cursed target dies, you

regain hit points equal to your warlock level + your charisma

modifier (minimum of 1 hit point).

You can't use this feature again until you finish a short or

long rest.

Improved Master of HexesImproved Master of Hexes
At level 27, you can gain hit points from the death even if you

move the hex after you kill a creature.

Aegis of HexesAegis of Hexes
At level 38, you gain a permanent 100 hit points.
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Eldritch InvocationsEldritch Invocations
Improved Thirsting bladeImproved Thirsting blade
rerequisite : 30th level warlock, pact of the blade

feature,thirsting blade invocation.

You can attack with your pact weapon three times instead

of once or twice.

Epic Agonizing BlastEpic Agonizing Blast
prerequisite: 30th level warlock, eldritch blast cantrip,

agonizing blast

When you cast eldritch blast, add you charisma modifier

again to the damage it deals on a hit.

Improved Armor of ShadowsImproved Armor of Shadows
prerequisite: level 21 warlock, armor of shadows

You can use the way to calculate AC as 16+dexterity

modifier.

Improved Spell SelectionImproved Spell Selection
prerequisite: level 23 warlock, pact of the tome feature

You learn 3 spells from any spell list and add them to spells

known.

Greater FamiliarGreater Familiar
prerequisite: level 35 warlock, pact of the chain

Your familiar can be a creature of cr 10 or lower. As long as

its intelligence isn't above 16

Improved eldritch spearImproved eldritch spear
prerequisite: level 21 warlock, eldritch spear invocation

Double eldritch blast's range

Dread returnDread return
prerequisite: level 21 warlock, pact of the tome

You can cast the spell revivify once per long rest without

using material components.

Hoping blastHoping blast
prerequisite: level 30 warlock, eldritch blast cantrip

When you hit a creature with eldritch blast, if it is large or

smaller you can push it 10 feet in the air.

Wings of anotherWings of another
prerequisite: level 30 warlock, the fiend patron

You gain magical wings (that don't force you to get new

armor) and a flying speed of 60 ft.

Charm of the feyCharm of the fey
prerequisite: level 30 warlock, the archfey patron

If you fail any social roll you can reroll with advantage. You

gain proficiency in deception, intimidation, and persuasion.

Will of the old onesWill of the old ones
prerequisite: level 30 warlock, the great old one patron

Any attack you do does an additional 1d8 psychic damage.

Everlasting enduranceEverlasting endurance
prerequisite: level 30 warlock, the undying patron

If you are at 0 hit points from damage you can spend a

spell slot and gain up to half your hit point maximum.

Chosen by godsChosen by gods
prerequisite: level 30 warlock, the celestial patron

Choose up to three saving throws you add your proficiency

bonus to those saving throws. You can choose any

combination. You may use this to add your proficiency bonus

on top of saving throws you already have a proficiency bonus

instead of using it to get a proficiency bonus to one you don't

have.

Built to take a beatingBuilt to take a beating
prerequisite: level 30 warlock, the hexblade patron

You can now do hexblade's curse a number of times day

equal to your charisma modifier. You gain 50 hit points to

your maximum.

Eldritch AttributeEldritch Attribute
prerequisite: level 21 warlock

You get +2 in an ability score. If you change this out you

lose the +2 you got earlier. You can take this invocation as

many times as you want. You are still limited by the

maximum amount you can increase it to(usually 30).

Eldritch KnowledgeEldritch Knowledge
prerequisite: level 25 warlock You can cast legend lore at will.

It doesn't require material components.

It passes unnoticedIt passes unnoticed
prerequisite: level 25 warlock You can cast seeming at will.

Eldritch showEldritch show
prerequisite: level 30 warlock You can cast programmed

illusion at will

Eldritch DopplegangerEldritch Doppleganger
prerequisite: level 37

You can cast simulacrum without using a spell slot once

per long rest. You can do so without needing material

components.
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Eldritch CycloneEldritch Cyclone
prerequisite: level 37

You can cast the spell whirlwind once per long rest

Gift of GabGift of Gab
You speak all languages and understand all spoken languages

FriendsterFriendster
prerequisite: level 30

You can cast create homunculus without using a spell slot

once per long rest. You can do so without needing material

components.

It shreds like a fiendIt shreds like a fiend
You learn one musical instrument and have proficiency and

expertise in it. You then get a magically version of this

instrument of the DM's creation. You lose this instrument if

you no longer have this invocation.

Improved eldritch smiteImproved eldritch smite
prerequisite: level 25, eldritch smite invocation

Eldritch smite now does an additional 2d8 force damage

Added spell slotAdded spell slot
prerequisite: level 30

You gain one additional spell slot for your pact magic

Boon of the moonBoon of the moon
prerequisite: level 30, aspect of the moon invocation

You can do long rests in 1 hour.

Spider limbsSpider limbs
prerequisite: level 10

You gain a climbing speed equal to your walking speed. You

can move up, down, and across vertical surfaces and upside

down across ceilings while leaving your hands free. You can

climb in this way across anything but a frictionless surface.

Expanded SplashExpanded Splash
prerequisite: acid splash cantrip

Acid splash now damages all creatures you choose within 5

feet of the target including the target.

Virulent SplashVirulent Splash
Prerequisite: acid splash cantrip, level 30, expanded splash

invocation

Acid splash is a d12 instead of a d6. This also impacts the

damage on all of the creatures effected.

Quick Blade WardQuick Blade Ward
Prerequisite: blade ward cantrip

Blade ward can now be cast with a bonus action.

Evasive Blade wardEvasive Blade ward
Prerequisite: blade ward cantrip, quick blade ward

invocation, level 30

When you cast blade ward creatures have disadvantage to

attack you until the start of your next turn in addition to its

other effects.

Powerful Booming BladePowerful Booming Blade
prerequisite: booming blade cantrip

When you cast booming blade it now deals damage in d12s

instead of d8s

Rapid Booming Blade StrikesRapid Booming Blade Strikes
prerequisite: booming blade cantrip, level 30, powerful

booming blade invocation

If you have to option to have extra attacks or make

additional weapon attacks with an invocation you can make

this number of attacks with the booming blade cantrip.

However only the first attack that hits gets the benefit of the

cantrip damage.

Horrowing Chill TouchHorrowing Chill Touch
prerequisite: chill touch cantrip

Whenever you deal damage with chill touch it lowers the

hit point maximum of the creature that takes damage from

the cantrip by the amount of damage sustained until they

finish a long rest. Harrowing Chill Touch doesn't lower the hit

point maximum of undead or constructs.

Powerful Chill TouchPowerful Chill Touch
prerequisite: chill touch cantrip, harrowing chill touch

invocation, level 30

When you deal damage with chill touch you double the

number of dice when you calculate damage.

Starting FlameStarting Flame
prerequisite: control flames cantrip

You can now choose a flame that is up to 10 5 foot cubes.

You can start a small flame with the cantrip.

Larger BonfireLarger Bonfire
prerequisite: create bonfire

Create bonefire now affects an area up to a 15 foot cube.

Intense BonfireIntense Bonfire
prerequisite: create bonfire, larger bonfire cantrip, larger

bonfire invocation

When you deal damage with bonfire you double the

number of dice when you calculate damage.

Independant Dancing LightsIndependant Dancing Lights
prerequisite: dancing lights cantrip

With this invocation dancing lights no longer requires

concentration and lasts the duration.

Empowered Fire BoltEmpowered Fire Bolt
prerequisite: fire bolt cantrip

You double the number of dice when calculating damage

for the fire bolt cantrip.

Greater Empowered Fire BoltGreater Empowered Fire Bolt
prerequisite: fire bolt cantrip, empowered fire bolt invocation,

level 30

You double the damage when you cast fire bolt.
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Useful FriendsUseful Friends
prerequisite: friends cantrip

Now the friends cantrip no longer lets a creature know that

you cast it on them. Also that creature no longer becomes

hostile toward you.

Powerful FrostbitePowerful Frostbite
prerequisite: frostbite cantrip

Frostbite now does a d12 of damage at each cantrip

progression instead of a d6.

Potent FrostbitePotent Frostbite
prerequisite: frostbite contrip, powerful frostbite invocation,

level 30

If a creature succeeds on their saving throw against

frostbite you still deal half damage to them. Also you add you

warlock level to one of the damage rolls of the spell.

Powerful green-flame bladePowerful green-flame blade
prerequisite: Green-Flame blade cantrip

When you cast green flame blade it deals damage in d12s

instead of d8s.

Rapid Green-Flame Blade StrikesRapid Green-Flame Blade Strikes
prerequisite: booming blade cantrip, level 30, powerful green-

flame blade invocation

If you have the option to have extra attacks or make

additional weapon attacks with an invocation you can make

this number of attacks with the Green-Flame Blade cantrip.

However only the first attack that hits gets the benefit of the

cantrip damage.

Greater GuidanceGreater Guidance
prerequisite: guidance cantrip

Guidance can increase an ability score by 2d4 instead of

1d4 with this invocation

Epic GuidanceEpic Guidance
prerequisite: Greater guidance invocation, guidance cantrip,

level 30

Guidance can increase an ability score by 3d4 instead of

2d4 with this invocation.

Strong GustStrong Gust
prerequisite: gust cantrip

Gust can push a medium or smaller creature 15 feet now if

they fail a strength saving throw.

Gust can push a small object no greater than 5 pounds 30

feet now. It isn't pushed enough to cause damage.

Powerful InfestationPowerful Infestation
prerequisite: Infestation cantrip

Infestation now does d12s of damage instead of d6s.

Controlled InfestationControlled Infestation
prerequisite: Infestation cantrip, powerful infestation

invocation, level 30

The target still takes half damage if they succeed the saving

throw but suffer no other effects. In addition if the creature

fails their saving throws you can choose the direction they

move according to the cantrip.

Ranged Controlled LightRanged Controlled Light
prerequisite: Light cantrip

Now instead of having a range of touch Light has a range of

60 feet. In addition now the spell sheds bright light out to a

range up to 40 feet and dim light for whatever additional

range that you chose for bright light.

Ranged Lightning LureRanged Lightning Lure
prerequisite: lightning lure cantrip

Now lightning lure has a range of 45 feet and you can pull

them up to a range up to 40 feet in a straight line toward you.

Lasting Magic StoneLasting Magic Stone
prerequisite: magic stone cantrip

Magic Stone now has the duration of 24 hours.

Powerful Magic StonePowerful Magic Stone
prerequisite: magic stone cantrip, lasting magic stone

invocation, level 30

Magic Stone now does bludgeoning damage equal to 3d6 +

your spellcasting modifier on a hit.

Greater MendingGreater Mending
prerequisite: mending cantrip

Now the break or tear can be no larger than 10 feet in any

direction.

Potent Poison SprayPotent Poison Spray
prerequisite: poison spray cantrip

Poison spray now deals half of its damage when a creature

successful saves against the cantrip

Powerful Poison SprayPowerful Poison Spray
Prerequisite: poison spray cantrip, potent poison spray

invocation, level 30

Poison spray now does d20s of damage instead of d12s.

Additionally you add your level to one of the damage rolls of

the cantrip.

Empowered Produce FlameEmpowered Produce Flame
prerequisite: produce flame cantrip

You double the number of dice when calculating damage

for the produce flame cantrip.

Greater Empowered Produce FlameGreater Empowered Produce Flame
prerequisite: produce flame cantrip, empowered produce

flame invocation, level 30

You double the damage when you make an attack with

produce flame.

Slowing Ray of FrostSlowing Ray of Frost
Prerequisite: ray of frost cantrip

Ray of Frost reduces the movement speed of a creature by

20 on a hit instead of 10.

Empowered Ray of FrostEmpowered Ray of Frost
prerequisite: ray of frost cantrip, level 30, slowing ray of frost

invocation

You double the number of dice when calculating damage

for the ray of frost cantrip.
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Greater ResistanceGreater Resistance
prerequisite: resistance cantrip

Resistance adds 2d4 instead of 1d4 to a saving throw with

this invocation.

Epic ResistanceEpic Resistance
prerequisite: resistance cantrip, level 30, greater resistance

invocation

Resistance adds 3d4 instead of 2d4 to a saving throw with

this invocation.

Potent Sacred FlamePotent Sacred Flame
prerequisite: sacred flame cantrip

Sacred flame now deals half damage on a successful save

of this cantrip.

Empowered Sacred FlameEmpowered Sacred Flame
prerequisite: sacred flame cantrip, potent sacred flame

invocation, level 30

You double the number of dice when calculating damage

for the sacred flame cantrip.

Greater ShillelaghGreater Shillelagh
prerequisite: shillelagh cantrip

Your weapons damage die becomes a d12 for the duration.

Epic ShillelaghEpic Shillelagh
prerequisite: shillelagh cantrip, greater shillelagh invocation,

level 30

Your weapons damage die becomes a d20 for the duration.

Empowered Shocking GraspEmpowered Shocking Grasp
prerequisite: shocking grasp cantrip

You double the number of dice when calculating damage

for the shocking grasp cantrip.

Greater Empowered Shoking GraspGreater Empowered Shoking Grasp
prerequisite: shocking grasp cantrip, empowered shocking

grasp invocation, level 30

You double the damage when you make an attack with

shocking grasp

Potent Sword BurstPotent Sword Burst
prerequisite: sword burst cantrip

You deal half damage to a creature when they succeed on

the saving throw for the spell.

Empowered Sword BurstEmpowered Sword Burst
prerequisite: sword burst cantrip, potent sword burst

invocation, level 30

You double the number of dice when calculating damage

for the sword burst cantrip.

Ranged Thorn WhipRanged Thorn Whip
prerequisite: thorn whip cantrip

Now thorn whip has a range of 45 feet and you can pull

them up to 40 feet closer toward you.

Potent ThunderclapPotent Thunderclap
prerequisite: thunderclap cantrip

You deal half damage to a creature when they succeed on

the saving throw for thunderclap.

Empowered ThunderclapEmpowered Thunderclap
prerequisite: thunderclap cantrip, potent thunderclap

invocation, level 30

You double the number of dice when calculating damage

for the thunderclap cantrip

Potent Toll of the DeadPotent Toll of the Dead
prerequisite: toll of the dead cantrip

You deal half damage to a creature when they succeed on

the saving throw for toll of the dead.

Empowered Toll of the DeadEmpowered Toll of the Dead
prerequisite: toll of the dead cantrip, potent toll of the dead

invocation, level 30

You double the damage that you deal for this cantrip.

Useful True StrikeUseful True Strike
prerequisite: True Strike cantrip

True srike is now a bonus action and the next attack roll

that you do has advantage provided it is still in the duration of

the spell. You don't have to point at a creature and select it. It

works on the next attack and isn't limited to a specific target.

Worthy True StrikeWorthy True Strike
prerequisite: True strike cantrip, useful true strike invocation,

level 30

True strike now continues to give advantage on every

attack for the duration of the spell.

Cutting Viscious MockeryCutting Viscious Mockery
prerequisite: Viscious mockery cantrip

Creatures now have disadvantage on the saving throw for

viscious mockery and if they fail the saving throw all of their

attacks have disadvantage the next turn.

Potent Word of RadiancePotent Word of Radiance
prerequisite: word of radiance cantrip

You deal half damage to a creature when they succeed on

the saving throw for word of radiance.

Empowered Word of RadianceEmpowered Word of Radiance
Prerequisite: word of radiance cantrip, potent word of

radiance invocation, level 30

You double the number of dice when calculating damage

for the word of radiance cantrip.
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The Wizard ClassThe Wizard Class

LevelLevel Proficiency BonusProficiency Bonus FeaturesFeatures Cantrips KnownCantrips Known 1st1st 2nd2nd 3rd3rd 4th4th 5th5th 6th6th 7th7th 8th8th 9th9th

21st +7 Improved Arcane Recovery 5 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1

22nd +7 Arcane Tradition Feature 5 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2

23rd +7 Epic Spell 5 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2

24th +7 Ability Score Improvement 5 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2

25th +8 Epic Spell 5 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 2 2

26th +8 - 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2

27th +8 Arcane Tradition Feature 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 2

28th +8 Ability Score Improvement 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2

29th +9 Epic Spell 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 2

30th +9 - 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3

31st +9 Racial Paragon ability 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3

32nd +9 Ability Score Improvement 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3

33rd +10 Epic Spell 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3

34th +10 - 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

35th +10 Epic Spell 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

36th +10 Ability Score Improvement 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4

37th +11 Epic Spell 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4

38th +11 Arcane Tradition Feature 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4

39th +11 Ability Score Improvement 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4

40th +11 Epic Signature Spells 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

WizardWizard

Improved Arcane RecoveryImproved Arcane Recovery
At level 21, arcane recovery now reads as follows: Once per

day when you finish a short rest, you can choose expended

spell slots to recover. The spell slots can have a combined

level that is equal to or less than you wizard level.

Epic SpellEpic Spell
You learn an epic spell at levels 23, 25, 29, 33, 35, and 37

Epic Signature SpellEpic Signature Spell
You learn 3 epic spells
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Arcane Tradition FeatureArcane Tradition Feature
School of AbjurationSchool of Abjuration
Improved Arcane WardImproved Arcane Ward
At level 22, arcane ward changes as follows: When you cast

an abjuration spell of 1st level or higher, you can

simultaneously use a strand of the spell's magic to create a

magical ward on yourself that lasts until you finish a long

rest. The ward has a hit point maximum equal to 4 times

your wizard level + your intelligence modifier. Whenever you

take damage, the ward takes damage instead. If this damage

reduces the ward to 0 hit points, you take any remaining

damage.

While the ward has 0 hit points, it can't absorb damage, but

its magic remains. Whenever you cast an abjuration spell of

1st or higher, the ward regains a number of hit points equal

to four times the level. You gain 60 from an epic spell.

Once you create the ward, you can't create it again until you

finish a long rest.

Epic abjurationEpic abjuration
At level 27, improved abjuration becomes: when you cast an

abjuration spell that requires you to make an ability check as

part of the casting of that spell, you add double your

proficiency bonus to that ability check.

Improved Spell resistanceImproved Spell resistance
At level 38, you have advantage on saving throws against

spells and epic spells.

Furthermore, you have resistance against the damage of

spells and epic spells.

School of ConjurationSchool of Conjuration
Improved Conjuration savantImproved Conjuration savant
At level 22 you can learn conjuration spells or epic spells

from any spell list furthermore your spell save dc is a +2

when others try to resist them. You get a +2 to your saving

throws to resist conjuration spells or epic spells.

Improved Durable SummonsImproved Durable Summons
At level 27, any creature that you summon or create with a

conjuration spell has 80 temporary hit points.

Viscious SummonsViscious Summons
At level 38, your summoned creatures get your proficiency

bonus added to hit and damage for attacks. Furthermore they

can attack one more time than normal. Also their movement

speed is doubled.

School of DivinationSchool of Divination
Improved Greater PortentImproved Greater Portent
At level 22, you roll 4 d20s for your portent feature rather

than three.

Improved Third EyeImproved Third Eye
At level 27, you gain all of the four benefits rather than one.

Epic PortentEpic Portent
At level 38, when you finish a long rest, you get both a 1 and a

20 for your portent ability. You add these to your total portent

rolls. These get replenished each long rest.

School of EnchantmentSchool of Enchantment
Improved Hypnotic GazeImproved Hypnotic Gaze
At level 22, hypnotic gaze now lasts one minute before

needing your action to maintain the effect.

Improved Split enchantmentImproved Split enchantment
At level 27, when you cast an enchantment spell of 1st level or

higher that targets only one creature you can have it target

two other creatures as well.

Improved Alter MemoriesImproved Alter Memories
At level 38, Alter memories is changed to the following: When

you cast an enchantment spell to charm one or more

creatures, you can alter one creature's understanding so that

it remains unaware of being charmed or you can rewrite

something in their memory.

Additionally, once before the spell expires, you can use

your action to try to make the chosen creature forget some of

the time it spent charmed or you can add memories. The

creature must succeed on an Intelligence saving throw

against your wizard spell DC either way. If they fail and you

chose to erase memories they lose up to 1+your charisma

modifier(minimum 1) number of days. If they fail and you

chose to add memories you can replace up to 1+your

charisma modifier(minimum 1) number of days spread out in

their life how you choose. You can make the creature forget

less time or replace less time of memories if you wish. Also

the time forgotten or replaced doesn't have to be together.

The time either way just can't exceed the amount given.
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School of EvocationSchool of Evocation
Improved Sculpt spellsImproved Sculpt spells
At level 22, sculpt spells now reads: When you cast an

evocation spell that affects other creatures that you can see,

you can choose a number of them equal to 1+the spell's

level+ your intelligence modifier. The chosen creatures are

not affected by the spell.

Improved Empowered EvocationImproved Empowered Evocation
At level 27, you can add three times your Intelligence modifier

rather than just your intelligence modifier to a damage roll of

any wizard evocation spell you cast.

Improved OverchannelImproved Overchannel
At level 38, overchannel now reads as the following: When

you cast a wizard spell of 1st through 9th level that deals

damage, you can deal maximum damage with that spell.

The first time you do so you suffer no adverse effect. If you

use this feature again before you finish a long rest, you take

2d6 necrotic damage for each level of the spell, immeadiately

after you cast it. Each time you use this feature again before

finishing a long rest, the necrotic damage per spell level

increases by 1d6. This damage ignores resistance and

immunity.

School of IllusionSchool of Illusion
Lengthy IllusionsLengthy Illusions
At level 22, you can increase the duration of any illusion spell

up to 10 times its initial duration.

Improved Illusory SelfImproved Illusory Self
At level 27, you can use illusory self as many times per long

rest as your intelligence modifier.

Convincing IllusionsConvincing Illusions
At level 38, if someone attempts to dispel, disbelieve, or reveal

the truth of one of your illusion roll a d20 after other checks

have been used. On a 11 or higher your illusion remains. For

example if someone tries to see invisibility for you invisibility

a successful check of 11 or more would mean you are still

invisible.

School of NecromancySchool of Necromancy
Improved Grim HarvestImproved Grim Harvest
At level 22, grim harvest now has the following description:

When you kill one or more creatures with a spell of 1st level

or higher, you regain hit points equal to twice the spell's level,

or three times the spells level if the spell belongs to the

school of necromancy per creature killed. You gain 50 for

each kill with a necromancy epic spell. You don't gain this

benefit for killing constructs or undead.

Improved Undead thrallsImproved Undead thralls
At level 27, undead thralls has the following text: you add the

animate dead spell to your spellbook, it if is not already there.

When you cast animate dead, you can target one additional

corpse or pile of bones, creating another zombie or skeleton.

Furthermore any spell or epic spell that creates undead lasts

10 times longer than normal.

Whenever you create undead using a necromancy spell it

has additional benefits: The creature's hit point maximum is

increased by an amount equal to your wizard level. The

creature adds your proficiency bonus to its weapon damage

rolls. The creature adds your proficiency bonus to its weapon

attack rolls. The creature gets an increase of 20 ft to its move

speed.

One of the deadOne of the dead
At level 38, you start to become immune to some more of

their effects being around them all the time. If you haven't

already you are on the road to being a lich. You get immunity

to the stunned, paralyzed, and poisoned conditions. You get

immunity to poison damage.

School of TransmutationSchool of Transmutation
Major AlchemyMajor Alchemy
At level 22, the feature of minor alchemy is changed. Now the

effects are permanent and you don't need to concentrate on

it. You can change any non-magical or non-living material into

another non-magical or non-living material. The only limit is

that it can only be 1 cubic foot of material. You can only do

this once per long rest though.

Epic TransmutationEpic Transmutation
At level 27, you gain all the effects from the transmuter stone

at the same time(still only one resistance) and all of the

effects wanted from master transmuter at the same time.

Human TransmutationHuman Transmutation
No longer a taboo. At level 38, you must gather the materials

(costs 50 gp) for transmuting a human or elf or whatever

player race. You then spend a lengthy ritual lasting 48 hours

straight. In the end you roll a d20 if it isn't a 1 your create the

player non-monstrous race. You can roll 3d6 or pick its stats

with point buy. This just determines the maximum you can

make a pure 3 stat creature. It can be whatever age you

desire but mentally it is an infant. You can craft its looks

however you want. Your dm may ask you to roll to see how

well you crafted it. If you rolled a 1 the creature dies. In all

intents and purposes this is a living breathing humanoid.

With the dm's discretion you can also create beasts with a cr

of 2 or less. The player would need to roll a 11 or higher on a

d20 if they want to give a dog human vocal cords or give the

creation parts of another.
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BladesingingBladesinging
Improved bladesongImproved bladesong
At level 22, bladesong now also adds your intelligence

modifier to damage rolls. (this stacks with song of victory)

Also you can use it an unlimited number of times a day.

Extra AttackExtra Attack
At level 27, you can attack 3 times instead of once or twice

when you take the attack action on your turn.

Knowledge song of the elvesKnowledge song of the elves
At level 38, you get a +8 bonus to Intelligence while your

blade song is on.

War MagicWar Magic
Improved Arcane DeflectionImproved Arcane Deflection
At level 22, arcane deflection now reads as follows: When you

are hit by an attack or you fail a saving throw, you can use

your reaction to gain a +4 bonus to your AC against that

attack or a +8 bonus to that saving throw.

When you use this feature, you can't cast spells other than

cantrips until the end of you next turn.

Improved Durable MagicImproved Durable Magic
At level 27, durable magic now reads as follows: While you

maintain concentration on a spell, you have a +4 bonus to AC

and all saving throws.

Improved Deflecting ShroudImproved Deflecting Shroud
At level 38, deflecting shroud now reads as follows: When you

use your Arcane Deflection feature, you can cause magical

energy to arc from you. Up to five creatures of your choice

that you can see within 60 feet each take force damage equal

to your wizard level.
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Racial Paragon AbilitiesRacial Paragon Abilities

T
he following abilities are gain at level 31 total

class level. They are shown in every class but

really you can get them when you multiclass. It

was just in the chart for a quick and easy way

to see it.

Dwarf AbilityDwarf Ability
At level 31, dwarves get immunity to poison and a subtract 3

damage from piercing, slashing, and bludgeoning weapons.

Elf AbilityElf Ability
At level 31, elves get a superior version of trance that

shortens their long rest to 1hour and they need only 1 hour of

trance a day to avoid exhaustion. Furthermore they gain

expertise in perception checks.

Halfing AbilityHalfing Ability
At level 31, halflings gain a superior version of lucky. Now 1s

are no longer critical failure they now count as critical

successes like a roll of a 20 on a d20 on an attack roll, ability

check or saving throw. They also become immune to the

frightened condition.

Human AbilityHuman Ability
At level 31, humans get a +2 to all stats and increase their

maximum for such stats by 2. They also gain another feat.

Dragonborn AbilityDragonborn Ability
At level 31, dragonborn gain resistance to the damage type of

their draconic ancestry and one other. Furthermore their

breath weapon can be used 3 times per short or long rest and

is 10d6 damage.

Gnome AbilityGnome Ability
At level 31, gnomes instead of advantage on saving throws

against magic they get a +10 bonus to saving throws against

magic.

Half Elf AbilityHalf Elf Ability
At level 31, half-elves get expertise in 4 skills or tools that they

previously has proficiency in. You increase two stats by +1.

Half Orc AbilityHalf Orc Ability
At level 31, half orcs get a +2 bonus to strength. On top of that

they get to add five damage dice to critical hits with savage

attacks instead of one.

Tiefling AbilityTiefling Ability
At level 31, tieflings get immunity to fire damage. They get the

ability to cast blink and blight once per day.

Aasimar AbilityAasimar Ability
At level 31, aasimar get radiant soul, radiant consumption,

and necrotic shroud can be used 3 times a day and last one

hour instead of a minute. They get a +2 to their charisma.

Firbolg AbilityFirbolg Ability
At level 31, firbolgs get the ability to use hidden step at will.

They get a +2 to wisdom.

Goliath AbilityGoliath Ability
At level 31, goliaths get expertise in athletics and they

increase their strength by +2. They can use stone's endurance

once per turn.

Kenku AbilityKenku Ability
At level 31, kenku get the ability to mimic a spell(non-epic

spell) that is cast once per long rest. They do not keep the

memory of this spell after casting it and must cast it within 1

hour of seeing it. However if they do cast it they successful

copy that spell and can cast it using the appropriate action,

bonus action, or what have you. Also if you see someone

attempt a role you can make a similar role (ie both perception

checks) with the same modifiers as the person who did it

before. You can only this the same day the other person

attempted the roll and once per long rest.

Lizardfolk AbilityLizardfolk Ability
At level 31, lizard folk get infectious bite. When performing a

bite attack the defender must make a constitution check dc

8+your proficiency bonus+your constitution bonus or take

3d10 poison damage on a failed save. They take this damage

every round until they make a successful save or 10 rounds

whichever is first. They now have improved natural armor the

AC from their armor is now 18+dexterity modifier.

Tabaxi AbilityTabaxi Ability
At level 31, tabaxi get a +30 bonus to move speed. They get a

+2 bonus to dexterity.

Triton AbilityTriton Ability
At level 31, tritons get an ability to fill the lungs of a creature

with water suffocating it. The creature must make a dexterity,

strength, or constitution save whichever is highest DC

8+proficiency bonus+charisma modifier. On a failed saved

they take one level of exhaustion. They make this save until

they succeed on each of their turns. They can use their action

to try to cough up the water to give themselves advantage on

the saving throw. You can only do this once per short or long

rest. This only works on creatures that breathe. You increase

your strength, constitution, and charisma by 1.
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Bugbear AbilityBugbear Ability
At level 31, bugbears get an improvement to surprise attack.

It now does an extra 6d6 damage to a creature surprised.

Bugbears get expertise in the stealth skill.

Goblin AbilityGoblin Ability
At level 31, Fury of the small can now be done once per turn.

They get a +2 bonus to dexterity.

Hobgoblin AbilityHobgoblin Ability
At level 31, hobgoblins can now use the ability saving face

once per turn. They get a +2 to constitution.

Kobold AbilityKobold Ability
At level 31, kobolds get draconic ancestry. This gives them

resistance against an elmental effect. They also get wings and

a flying speed equal to their walking speed.

Orc AbilityOrc Ability
At level 31, orcs get frenzy of gruumsh. The frenzy of

gruumsh lets you get another action on your turn provided it

is an attack action. You can only do this once per long rest.

Orcs get a +4 bonus to strength

Yuan-ti pureblood AbilityYuan-ti pureblood Ability
At level 31, Yuan-ti pureblood get a +2 bonus to charisma.

(Their initial bonuses are too strong in my opinion)

Genasi AbilityGenasi Ability
At level 31, they can cast spells from their subrace at will.

They get a permanent +4 to Constitution. You get resistance

to one of your choice of fire, cold, lightning, thunder, or acid

damage.

Aarakocra AbilityAarakocra Ability
At level 31, they can now live 3 times longer naturally than

they otherwise would have been able to. Through much

training they have strengthened their wings. They now have a

flying speed of 100 feet. They get a permanent +2 bonus to

their dexterity.

Centaur AbilityCentaur Ability
At level 31, Centaur increase their movement speed by 20

feet. Additionally other creatures of the same size and

smaller can ride on a centaur. The creature that is riding the

centaur can stay in the same space as the centaur. The

creature that is riding the centaur moves when the centaur

moves. Additionally your hooves are considered magical and

your hooves do an additional 10 bludgeoning damage.

Loxodon AbilityLoxodon Ability
At level 31, loxodon increase their wisdom and constitution

by 2. Furthermore your natural armor ability from your race

is improved. When you aren't wearing armor, your AC is 18+

your constitution modifier. This is a normal AC calculation

that you can use in place of another AC calculation.

Minotaur AbilityMinotaur Ability
At level 31, minotaur increase their strength score by 4.

Futhermore their horns are considered magical for the

purposes of overcoming resistance. Attacks with their horns

do an additional 10 piercing damage.

Simic Hybrid AbilitySimic Hybrid Ability
At level 31, simic hybrid increase one ability of their choice by

2. Additionally you get additional animal enhancements to

choose from. You can choose one of these following options

or one of the options that you didn't take at level 1 or 5.

Vedalken Mind. You have advantage on all intelligence,

wisdom, and charisma saving throws.

Elven blood. You learn a cantrip of your choice from the

wizard spell list and you use your intelligence for the

spellcasting modifier for this cantrip and following spells. You

learn the spell misty step and can cast it once per long rest.

You learn the spell darkness and can cast it once per long

rest.

Troll Blood. You gain the ability to regenerate 1 hit points

every round while you are conscious. If you lose

consciousness by dropping to 0 hit points but you stabilize

you regain consciousness in 1 minute.

Vedalken AbilityVedalken Ability
At level 31, vedalken increase their intelligence, wisdom, and

charisma scores by 2. Additionally vedalken gain proficiency

in their choice of intelligence, wisdom, or charisma saving

throws.
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FeatsFeats

T
here are some feats that you don't need to be

epic level to get. For those feats if you are

using this book as a source you may take them

at non-epic levels. Also these are examples of

feats you can use your DM may feel free to

create new ones or edit existing ones.

Monstrous FortitudeMonstrous Fortitude
Prerequisite: level 21

Your maximum constitution increases by +2 and you gain

+2 constitution. At the end of each of your turns you heal hit

points equal to your constitution modifier. This is only in

combat.

Legendary WarriorLegendary Warrior
Prerequisite: level 21

When you enter combat or threaten to enter combat you

make all non-friendly character within 30 feet do a DC

8+your proficiency modifier + your strength or dexterity

modifier(whichever is more) wisdom save. If they fail they are

frightened for one minute or until an effect specifically

removes the fear condition. The creature is at least cautious

of the legendary warrior from now on. You have advantage on

intimation rolls.

Epic ToughnessEpic Toughness
Prerequisite: level 21, tough feat

Your hit point maximum increases by an amount equal to

three times your level. Whenever you gain a level thereafter,

your hit point maximum increases an additional 3 hit points.

You can take this feat multiple times.

Epic ProwessEpic Prowess
Prerequisite: level 21

You get an additional +3 to hit and +3 to damage rolls for

each weapon attack.

Elemental MasterElemental Master
Prerequisite: level 21, elemental adapt

When you gain this feat, choose one of the following

damage types: acid, cold, fire, lightning, or thunder.

Spells you cast treat immunity to the chosen type as

resistance. This can be further downgraded by elemental

adapt. In addition, whenever you roll the maximum damage

die on the damage roll provided it is not less than 6 you may

reroll that damage and add both the maximum damage die

and the new roll to the damage for each die. You may only do

this once for each damage die out of the dice that you roll. (ie.

so a fireball is 8d6. Say you roll a 1,2,3,4,5,5,6,6. You reroll the

6s and get one 3 and one 6. Your total damage is now

1+2+3+4+5+5+6+6+3+6. Which you don't reroll the 6s the

second time around.)

You may select this feat multiple times. Each time you do

so, you must choose a different damage type.

Great Traditional ThiefGreat Traditional Thief
Prerequisite: level 21

You get an additional +5 bonus to disarming traps,

detecting traps, and picking locks. The bonus to detecting

traps increases your passive perception in reference to

detecting traps too.

Improved DurableImproved Durable
Prerequisite: level 21

Increase your constitution score by 2 and you maximum

constitution by 2. You heal double from hit dice you expend.

lucky extendedlucky extended
Prerequisite: level 21

You have 3 more luck points. You may take this feat more

than once.

Submission artistSubmission artist
Prerequisite: grappler feat

You can now do three special attacks when grappling but

all of them only work on creatures that are your size(medium

for most) or smaller.

The first is choke hold. You make a strength check and add

your proficiency versus their strength(plus proficiency if they

have this feat). If you win you must succeed a number of

times equal to the opponent constitution modifier. If you

succeed all of those times you knock them unconscious for a

number of hours equal to your proficiency bonus+d10-their

constitution modifier. Any failure resets this.

Second is automatic. When you pin a creature you can

decide to knock them prone if they are your size or smaller.

Now when they are prone they must succeed on a grapple

check just to stand up.

Third is a submission hold or break. When you are

grappling someone prone you can choose a limb. You make a

strength check and add your proficiency bonus versus their

strength (plus proficiency if they have this feat). You must

succeed a number of times equal to half the opponents

constitution modifier rounded up. If you are successful all

these times you break their limb and they can't use it again

till it heals. The dm decides the time. Also any failure before

you break their limb resets the number of times you need to

break a limb.
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Extremely MobileExtremely Mobile
Prerequisite: mobile feat

Your speed increases by 10 feet. You may take the dash

action with your bonus action. You get a +4 to your AC for

opportunity attacks.

Improved ReactionImproved Reaction
Prerequisite: level 30

You can take an additional reaction between each of your

turns. You may still react to the same thing only once though

you can just react to an additional thing afterward. For

example when making an attack of opportunity you can't just

react twice on somebody moving out of your range. However

you can react to someone moving out of your range and then

another or if the first person goes in and out of your range for

some reason.

Great Weapon leverageGreat Weapon leverage
Prerequisite: level 21

When wielding a weapon with the two handed or versatile

property. You add your strength modifier yet again to damage

rolls.

Knowledge of racial weaknessKnowledge of racial weakness
Prerequisite: level 21

Choose a creature type(ie dragons) generally or two types

of humanoids (elves, dwarves, etc). You deal an additional

1d10 weapon damage on attacks against creatures of that

type. You can choose this feat multiple times for different

creature types.

Improved CriticalImproved Critical
prerequisite: level 21

Your critical threat range is increased by 1.(ie normally you

can deal a critical hit on a 20. Now it is a 19 or 20. If you have

three levels in champion it is 19-20. With this and three levels

in champion it is 18-20)

Dirty FightingDirty Fighting
prerequisite: none

On a critical hit you may blind or otherwise give the

creature you struck with your critical disadvantage on attacks

and advantage on attack against it for 3 rounds if they fail a

constitution save versus a DC 8+your proficiency

bonus+intelligence, dexterity, or strength(your choice)

modifier. If they succeed then they have disadvantage for 1

round and others have advantage against it for one round.

ArtisanArtisan
Prerequisite: level 5 You may get expertise and proficiency in

two tools of your choice.

Lightning ReflexesLightning Reflexes
Prerequisite: alert feat

You get a +10 to initiative. You automatically take a

surprise round for yourself if you have at least 10 more

initiative than any enemies in the turn order.

Extra Spell slotsExtra Spell slots
Prerequisite: varies

You may get two extra spell slots of 5th level at level 21, one

extra spell slot of 6th level at level 21, one extra spell slot of 7

th level at level 25, one extra spell slot of 8th level at level 30,

or one extra spell slot of level 9 at level 35. To get a spell slot

in this way you must be able to cast epic spells and you must

be able to cast spell at that level. This feat can be taken

multiple times.

Improved ResilientImproved Resilient
Prerequisite: level 30

You can double your proficiency in a saving throw which

you are already proficient.

Epic Spell FeatEpic Spell Feat
Prerequisite: level 24 fullcaster

You learn to cast an epic spell.

Improved BrawlerImproved Brawler
Prerequisite: level 21

You can perform unarmed strikes and do as much damage

with them as on your overall level equivalent on the monk

table. You get proficiency in unarmed strikes.

HoarderHoarder
prerequisite: none

You double your carry weight. You get +1 in any one ability

score. This increase cannot raise an ability score past your

maximum however.

Assistance UnknownAssistance Unknown
Prerequisite: none

You gain an eldritch invocation. You can take this multiple

times. Although the level requirements are still in warlock

levels.

Magical SavantMagical Savant
prerequisite: level 10 caster

You learn one metamagic option from the non-epic

metamagic options and gain 2 sorcery points to cast it with.
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Condition ImmunityCondition Immunity
Prerequisite: level 36

You become immune to your choice of blinded, charmed,

deafened, frightened, paralyzed, petrified, poisoned, or

stunned conditions. You pick one. You can take this multiple

times and choose a different condition to become immune to

each time.

Epic SharpshooterEpic Sharpshooter
Prerequisite: level 30, sharpshooter feat

You treat full cover as three-quarters cover if it is within 15

feet of a space that would be three-quarters cover or less.

Before you make an attack with a ranged weapon that you are

proficient with, you can choose to take a -10 penalty to the

attack roll. If the attack hits, you add +25 to the attack's

damage.

Improved Shield MasterImproved Shield Master
prerequisite: shield master

If you are wearing a shield you get +1 to AC.

You can make an attack with your shield using your bonus

action without losing the bonus to AC that it provides. The

damage from the shield is a d6 bludgeoning. It uses strength

and any bonuses to AC magically add to the attack and

damage.

You still get all the benefits of shield master.

Expert TravelerExpert Traveler
prerequisite: none

You travel 20% faster.

You have a +10 to your appropriate checks to find

destinations and food while traveling.

Subclass jack-of-all tradesSubclass jack-of-all trades
prerequisite: level 21

You may learn one of the non-epic level features from a non

epic level subclass feature of a subclass of your class. (For

example a battle master could learn superior critical from

champion but not the epic level where critical treat range is

16-20. This only works on one so you can't get superior

critical and survivor. The DM can use their discretion on the

classes that work a little weird with this. For example battle

master if you automatically get the superiority die of a level

20 battle master with all maneuvers or if you only get the dice

but no maneuvers. So in the case where you only get one

maybe you would have to take this feat again. You can take

this feat multiple times.)

Ranged SmiteRanged Smite
prerequisite: none You can use divine smite with a ranged

weapon as well as melee weapons.

Expert scoutExpert scout
prerequisite: level 10 ranger

You know how to set up ambushes and avoid them. If you

would have an random encounter while resting or traveling

you can roll a d10. On a 6 or higher you can allow yourself

and 5 other people of your choice to have a surprise round.

On a 9 or higher you can avoid the encounter entirely or

choose yourself and up to 5 people to avoid the encounter.

CleaveCleave
prerequisite: none

If you reduce a creature to 0 hit points with a melee attack

you may make an additional weapon attack against a creature

within melee range. This is limited to once per turn. You may

take this feat more than once and each time it counts as an

additional time you can use it during combat.

Blind FightingBlind Fighting
prerequisite: none

You have trained to fight creatures in darkness that you

cannot see. If you cannot see an enemy you don't recieve

disadvantage to hit them in melee combat. Further more you

can take oppotunity attacks if they move outside your range

per normal. Furthermore you have advantage on perception

checks to determine the general area in which they are.

Two Weapon CorrectionTwo Weapon Correction
prerequisite: none

You gain a certain quickness with fighting with two

weapons that changes what you can do with them in the

following ways:

Increase your strength or dexterity by 1, to a maximum of

20.

When you take the attack action you may decide to add a

number of attacks that you would deal with your off hand

attack typically reserved for a bonus action. If you choose

to do this you cannot use your bonus action that turn to

attack with your off hand but can use it for other purposes.

(Basically this allows you to treat two weapon fighting as

all happening with your attack action freeing up your

bonus action. This is similar to what Mike Mearls said

that he wished two weapon fighting to operate as.)

Monkey GripMonkey Grip
prerequisite: 20 strength

You possess so much strength that you have learned how

to use weapons typically reserved for two hands in one hand.

This feat removes the two handed and heavy property for

weapons that you use. Futhermore if that weapon has the

versatile property it uses the larger die from the versatile

property.
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Epic SpellsEpic Spells

T
hese are just examples of Epic Spells. Your

DM can use or exclude any of these and

change them at their leisure. I included some

named ones from an epic campaign idea that I

wanted to do. Another way to make epic spell

is to take a current spell and increase its

benefits past level 9.

Greater WishGreater Wish
Epic Spell

Prerequisite: level 39

Conjuration

Components: V

Duration: Instantaneous

With greater wish it is apparent that the wish spell is not

the mightiest spell once thought. There were some limitation

with the previous wish and even though greater wish won't let

you overtake the over deities it is still one of the mightiest

spells or epic spells in existence that mortals can cast. After

all when you are above level 40 you aren't really mortal

anymore.

The basic use of this spell is that it can duplicate any spell

and epic spell with level requirement 35 or lower. You don't

need to pay material components when you cast a spell or

epic spell in such a way.

Alternatively you can create one of the following effects of

your choice, but the dm determines if you are doing

something like using it against a greater deity if it would fail:

-You create one object of up to 250,000 gp in value that isn't

a magic item. The object can be no more than 3000 feet in

any dimension, and it appears in an unoccupied space you

can see on the ground.

-You allow up to 1000 creatures that you can see to regain

all hit points, and you end all effects on them described in the

greater restoration spell.

-You grant up to 20 creatures you can see resistance to two

types of damage permanently.

-You grant a creature immunity to 10 level 1-9 spell

permanently.

-You can change fate and force a save, ability check, or

attack roll to critically succeed or critically fail. This can be

done after the save, ability check, or attack roll is rolled and

the outcome determined. You must do this within a

reasonable amount of time(for example changing a roll made

at the beginning of a campaign would be asking for a lot of

leeway on behalf of the dm).

-You can cast a number of spells at the same time equal to

45 spell levels. For example 5 level 9 spells or 45 level 1

spells.

-You can create a magic item legendary strength or less.

-You can get a permanent spell slot increase with a level 1-9

spell slot.

-You can permanently get 100 hit points.

-You can raise an ability score by 4 points permanently and

this increases your cap for that ability.

As before you might be able to achieve something beyond the

scope of the above examples. They are just a reference. State

your wish to the DM as precisely as possible. The DM has

great latitude in ruling what occurs in such an instance; the

greater the wish the greater the likelihood that something

goes wrong. However the DM should give you more leeway

than the wish spell as it is much stronger.

The stress of casting this epic spell to produce any effect

other than duplicating another epic spell's effect or spells

effect weakens you. After enduring that stress, each time you

cast a spell or epic spell until you finish a long rest, you take

2d10 necrotic damage per level of that spell(30d10 necrotic

damage for an epic spell). This damage can't be reduced or

prevented in any way. In addition, you strength drops to 3, if it

isn't 3 or lower already, for 2d4 days. For each of those days

you spend resting and doing nothing more than light activity,

your remaining recovery time decreases by 2 days. Finally,

there is a 33 percent chance that you are unable to cast

greater wish ever again if you suffer this stress. As an epic

spell it is lost and you don't get another epic spell to replace

it.

Mass True ResurrectionMass True Resurrection
Epic Spell

Necromancy

Prerequisite: level 35 class able to cast healing spells

Casting time: 18 seconds

Range: 100 feet

Components: V,S,M(diamonds worth at least 25,000 gp for

every person resurrected)

Duration: Instantaneous

You select up to 6 creatures within 100 feet that have been

dead no longer than 200 years and that died for any reason

except old age. If the creature's soul is free and willing the

creature is restored to life with all its hit points.

The epic spell closes all wounds, neutralizes any poison,

cures all diseases, and lifts any curses affecting the creature

when it died. The spell replaces damaged or missing organs

and limbs. If the creature was undead, it is restored to its

nonundead form.

The spell can even provide a new body if the original no

longer exists, in which case you must speak the creatures

name. The creature then appears in an unoccupied space you

choose within 100 feet of you.
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Age ReversalAge Reversal
Epic Spell

Transmutation

Prerequisite: level 30 class able to cast healing spells

casting time: 1 hour

Range: touch

Components: V,S,M (various herbs, gems, and alchemical

ingredients worth at least 1,000 gp that the spell consumes.)

Duration: Instantaneous

You select the creature you wish to extend the age of. You

roll 3d100. The target loses up to 3d100 years of age

(meaning it gets up to 3d100 years younger) . You can only

reduce a creature up to when it hits puberty or to 10 years of

age if it doesn't have puberty whichever is more. This spell

cannot kill people in this fashion. The effect is permanent

and lengthens the life span. This spell can be used in

conjunction with a resurrection spell to bring back people

who died of old age and giving them 3d100 years of youth.

Greater HealGreater Heal
Epic Spell

Evocation

Prerequisite: level 21 class able to cast healing spells

casting time: 1 action

Range: 60 feet

Components: V,S

Duration: Instantaneous

Choose a creature that you can see within range. A surge of

positive energy washes through the creature, causing it to

regain all of its hit points. This spell also ends blindness,

deafness, frightened, paralyzed, petrification, poisoned,

stunned, diseases affecting the target, and all levels of

exhaustion. This spell has no effect on undead or constructs.

Lael's Mass Greater HealLael's Mass Greater Heal
Epic Spell

Evocation

Prerequisite: level 35 class able to cast healing spells

casting time: 1 action

Range: 300 feet

Components: V,S

Duration: Instantaneous

A flood of healing energy flows from you into injured

creatures around you. You restore up to 7,000 hit points

divided as you choose among any number of creatures that

you can see within range. Creatures healed by this epic spell

are also cured of all diseases and any effect making them

blinded or deafened. This spell has no effect on undead or

constructs.

Epic CounterspellEpic Counterspell
Epic Spell

Abjuration

Prerequisite: level 30 bard, wizard, or sorcerer

Casting Time: 1 reaction, which you take when you see a

creature within 120 feet of you casting a spell or epic spell

Range: 120 feet

Duration: Instantaneous

You attempt to interrupt a creature in the process of

casting a spell or epic spell. If the creature is casting a level 1-

9 spell it is countered and the enemy caster takes 10d10

psychic damage. If it is an epic spell of level requirement 30

or less the spell is fails and has no effect. If it is level 31 or

greater you need to make an ability check using your

spellcasting ability. The DC equals 10+the level requirement

of the spell- 30.

Ellisar's Mark of desolationEllisar's Mark of desolation
Epic Spell

Evocation

Prerequisite: level 39 wizard, sorcerer, warlock, or bard

Casting time: 1 action

Range: 120 feet

Duration: instantaneous

The mark of desolation does 20d10 fire damage, then

20d10 cold damage, then 20d10 acid damage, then 20d10

lightning damage, then 20d10 thunder damage, then 20d10

radiant damage, then 20d10 necrotic damage, and then

20d10 psychic damage to one target creature in range. It is

constitution save for half.

Lady Claisa's Aura of Heavenly RadianceLady Claisa's Aura of Heavenly Radiance
Epic Spell

Prerequisite: level 30 cleric

Casting time: 1 action

Range: 120 feet

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 minute

Each turn every enemy in range takes 15d10 radiant

damage. They can make a constitution save for half. Each

turn every allied creature in range heals 10d10 damage. All

concentration checks made while concentrating on this spell

are made with a +10.

Teleport without ErrorTeleport without Error
Epic Spell

Conjuration

prerequisite: level 23

Casting time: 1 action

Duration: Instantaneous

components: none

Range: 30 feet

This is very similar to the spell teleport. The difference

though is that it is always on target. Only if you have a false

destination it will take you to a similar area. There is no

chance of a mishap. You do roll a d100 but only do something

on a 100. If you roll a 100 you can cast this again without

need to rest to get it back. Also it also affects creatures in

range of 30 feet. If you target an object though it must fit in a

30 foot cube.
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HellballHellball
Epic Spell

Evocation

prerequisite: level 21; wizard, bard, sorcerer or warlock

Casting time: 1 action

Range: 300 ft

Components: V,S

Duration: Intantaneous

Hellball deals 12d6 acid damage, 12d6 fire damage, 12d6

lightning damage, and 12d6 thunder damage to all creatures

in a 40 ft radius sphere. Unattended objects also take

damage. Targets in the area must make a dexterity saving

throw taking half damage on a successful save.

Mislead DivinationMislead Divination
Epic Spell

Illusion

prerequisite: level 25

Casting time: 1 action

Volume: 1000 feet from casting center

components: V,S

Duration: 30 days

You attempt to control the information cast gained from

any divination spell cast on an area in the volume given, an

object no bigger than a 1000 foot sphere, an individual or a

piece of information. This works on any divination spell levels

1-9. You control what the divination spell informs them of.

Ellisar's Desolation BeamEllisar's Desolation Beam
Epic Spell

Evocation

prerequisite: level 21; wizard, sorcerer or warlock

Casting time: 1 action

Range: 120

Components: V,S

Duration: Instantaneous

The desolation beam does 50d6 necrotic damage to one

target. Constitution save for half.

Eyes of the ProphetEyes of the Prophet
Epic Spell

Divination

prerequisite: level 30; cleric, druid, bard

Casting time: 1 bonus action

Range: Self

Components: V,S

Duration: 18 seconds

You see into the future and in terms of battle you know

what to do to achieve the best result. For the duration on 3 of

your turns every attack against you misses, you succeed every

saving throw, you make every skill check as long as it doesn't

take longer than 18 seconds, and you land every hit though

you still roll to see if it is a critical. Furthermore for the

duration the DM has to tell you what they are going to do for

every action that you are going to do. So if he tells you the

monster will attack a character your party can use a spell or

epic spell to bolter that characters defenses and the DM is

inclined to do what they said. You know the hit points and

ability scores of any creature you can see. The creature must

make a Charisma save against your spell save DC every turn

this is active. If they fail you learn all resistances, immunities,

vunerabilities, and condition immunities of that creature.

Aegis of AgesAegis of Ages
Epic Spell

Abjuration

prerequisite: level 25

Casting time: 1 action

Range: 30 feet

Components: V,S

Duration: 8 hours

You select up to 6 creatures within a 30 foot radius. Each

of those creatures gets a +8 to AC for the duration of the

spell. They also get 50 temporary hit points that stack on

whatever they already had.

Dream WorldDream World
Epic Spell

Enchantment

prerequisite: level 30; wizard, sorcerer, or warlock

Casting Time: 1 action

Range: 1000 feet

Components: V,S

Duration: Permanent

You can select any number of creatures within range and

they aren't affected. For everybody else in range they need to

make a wisdom saving throw or you can rewrite 1 day of their

life. They repeat this until they succeed or their whole life is

rewritten. When you cast the spell you create virtual image of

your brain that selects what to remove and change. So you

can issue something basic like having everyone forget an

event happened or to remember it differently. In this way you

can't learn secrets but you can issue broad changes. The DM

is encouraged to roll for people in groups or larger chunks of

time to expedite the process.

Epic Arcane LockEpic Arcane Lock
Epic Spell

Enchantment

casting time: 6 seconds for every square foot

prerequisite: level 23

Range: 200 feet

Components: V,S

Duration: Until Dispelled

You select a number of acceptable objects within range

which are as follows: a closed door, window, gate, chest, other

entryway, walls, floors, or the ceiling with a combined surface

area of 5400 square feet. The door, window, gate, chest, and

other entryways become locked. All of the acceptable

surfaces you select within range get reinforced. They are

nearly indestructible. You can also set a password that, when

spoken within 5 feet of the object, suppresses this spell for 1

minute. Otherwise it is impassible until it is broken or the

spell is dispelled by an epic spell or suppressed.

While affected by this epic spell, the object is more difficult

to break or force open; the DC to break it or pick any locks on

it increase by 50. The difficulty to break a wall or something

else reinforced the DC increases by 50.
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Epic Dispel MagicEpic Dispel Magic
Epic Spell

Abjuration

Casting time: 1 action

prerequisite: level 25

Range: 120 feet

Components: V,S

Duration: Instantaneous

Choose one creature, object, or magical effect within

range. Any epic spell of requirement level 25 or less ends. For

an epic spell of level requirement 26 or greater, make an

ability check using your spellcasting ability. The DC equals

10+the spells level requirement-25. On a successful check the

spell ends. Furthermore this has a different effect on a spell

level 1-9. For such spells the spell is instantly dispelled and

you can choose to deal 5d10 psychic damage to the one

responsible for the spell.

Guarantee of Fates: LuckyGuarantee of Fates: Lucky
Epic Spell

Divination

Casting Time: 1 action

prerequisite: level 30

Range: touch

Components: V,S

Duration: 1 minute

You touch one creature and the Fates guarantee that they

will be Lucky. For the next minute all attack rolls and saving

throws with a d20 are considered a 20 the first time they are

rolled for that creature that turn. So you could attack 5 times

in a round and get 5 natural 20s but if you were to use Lucky

and roll again you would roll as normal. If it is applicable

these 20s are to be considered critical.

Universal FlightUniversal Flight
Epic Spell

Transmutation

Casting Time: 1 action

prerequisite: level 30

Range: 30 feet

Components: V,S,M (A Wing feather from a bird)

Duration: 24 hours

You and up to 5 other creatures can be affected by this epic

spell if they are willing. The targets gain a flying speed of

1000 feet for the duration. When the spell ends, the target

falls if it is still aloft, unless it can stop the fall.

Ellisar's Genocidal Purging PulseEllisar's Genocidal Purging Pulse
Epic Spell

Necromancy

Casting Time: 3 rounds

prerequisite: level 39; wizard, sorcerer, or warlock Range:

20 miles

Components: V,S,M (A diamond worth 10,000 gp)

Duration: Instantaneous

When you cast this epic spell every humanoid creature

within the range of the epic spell takes necrotic damage equal

to your level. You may choose to exclude a single race from

this damage. Every other creature takes the damage as

described earlier. Creatures killed from this damage cannot

be resurrected with anything less than a true resurrection or

higher magic spell.

PurifyPurify
Epic Spell

Transmutation

Casting Time: 1 action

prerequisite: level 21; bard, cleric, or druid

Range: 1 mile

Components: V, S

Duration: Instantaneous

All food and drink within the radius of the epic spell

centered on you is purified and rendered free of poison and

disease. This is unless if it is diseased by magic of epic spell

level or higher.

Temporal SkipTemporal Skip
Epic Spell

Transmutation

Casting Time: 1 action

prerequisite: level 39; wizard, sorcerer, or warlock

Range: 30 feet

Components: V, S

Duration: Instantaneous

When you cast this epic spell choose any number of

creatures and objects within range. A creature or object can

make a charisma saving throw against your spell save DC to

resist this. If you didn't select yourself then creatures that

resist make the saving throw with a +5 modifier. All creatures

and objects that you selected that failed their saving throw or

didn't resist are moved forward in time. The creatures or

objects can be moved up to 1000 years ahead in time. During

this time the creature or object is removed from the current

time line and up until they reappear again. Because of this

they cannot be harmed or affected by anything during that

duration.

When the time is up the creature or object randomly

appears in a space that is hospitable within 10 miles of

where it was.

LibraLibra
Epic Spell (ritual)

Divination

Casting Time: 1 bonus Action

prerequisite: level 21

Range: Any creature within your perception

Components: V,S

Duration: 8 hours

While this epic spell is active you know the statistics of any

creature within your perception. You can know their hit

points, current spell slots (if any), saving throws, skills,

condition immunities, damage resistances, damage

immunities, senses, speed, alignment, attribute scores, things

they can take as actions, and/or things they can do with

legendary actions.
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Marvelous AlacrityMarvelous Alacrity
Epic Spell

Abjuration

Casting time: 1 Action

prerequisite: level 33

Range: Self

Components: V,S

Duration: 1 minute

While this epic spell is active when you use your action to

cast a spell of level 1-9 you can cast another spell of level 1-9.

While this epic spell is in effect you don't have to follow the

rule of only being able to cast one spell of level 1-9 in a round.

Mass TelepathyMass Telepathy
Epic Spell

Evocation

Casting Time: 1 action

prerequisite: level 25 wizard

Range: Unlimited

Components: V, S, M (a silver ring nearly devoid of

impurities worth 250 gp)

Duration: 24 hours

You create a telepathic link between yourself and up to 50

willing creatures. The creatures can be anywhere on the

same plane of existence as you. The spell ends for a creature

if they are no longer on the same plane.

Until the epic spell ends, you and the creatures you

selected can instantly share words, images, sounds, and

other sensory messages with one another through the link,

and each creature knows the creature communicating with it.

The spell enables a creature with an intelligence score of at

least 1 to understand the meaning of your words and take in

the scope of any sensory messages you send to it.

Concentration of AlmgarConcentration of Almgar
Epic Spell

Abjuration

Casting Time: 1 action

prerequisite: level 25

Range: Self

Components: V, S

Duration: 1 hour

For the duration you can hold concentration on multiple

spells. The number of spells you can concentrate on at a time

is equal to your spell casting modifier. If you are forced to

make a concentration check and you fail you choose which of

the spells you are concentrating on that stops and the rest

maintain concentration.

Immediate RestImmediate Rest
Epic Spell

Enchantment

Casting Time: 1 action

Prerequisite: level 27

Range: 60 feet

Components: V, S, M (a twig branch and a gem worth at

least 100 gp)

Duration: 1 hour

You select up to 12 willing creatures you can see within

range, and they fall unconscious for the epic spell's duration.

The spell ends on a target early if it takes damage or

someone uses an action to slap it awake. If a target remains

unconscious for the spells duration they get a benefit of a

long rest and they can't benefit from this spell for 48 hours.

Summon Epic FiendSummon Epic Fiend
Epic Spell

Conjuration

Casting Time: 1 action

Prerequisite: level 37

Range: 60 feet

Components: V, S

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 hour

You summon a fiend in an unoccupied space that you can

see within range. You summon one fiend of CR 21 or lower.

The summoned creature is neutral to you and your

companions. However the creature is hostile toward your

enemies and other not of your group. Roll initiatve for the

summoned creature. You can issue a verbal command but it

is a contested charisma ability check versus that creatures

wisdom saving throw. On a success they listen to your

command and on a failure they ignore it. If the fiend isn't

listening to your command it does whatever it feels like doing.

The DM has the creature's statistics.

Call superior undeadCall superior undead
Epic Spell

Conjuration

Casting Time: 1 action

Prerequisite: level 27

Range: 60 feet

Components: V, S

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 hour

You summon an undead creature in an unoccupied space

that you can see within range. You summon an undead of CR

15 or lower.

The summoned creature is friendly to you and your

companions. Roll initiative for the summoned creaure. The

creature obeys any verbal commands that you issue to it (no

action required by you). If you don't issue any commands to it,

it defends itself from hostile creatures but otherwise takes no

actions.

The dm has the creature's statistics.
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Epic HexEpic Hex
Epic Spell

Enchantment

Casting Time: 1 bonus action

Prerequisite: level 30 warlock

Range: 120 feet

Components: V, S, M (The snake of a medusa or the blood

of a basilisk)

Duration: Concentration, up to 8 hours

You place a curse on a creature that you can see within

range. Until the epic spell ends, you deal an extra 3d10

necrotic damage to the target whenever you hit it with an

attack. The target has disadvantage on all ability checks. If

the target drops to 0 hit points before this spell ends, you can

use a bonus action on a subsequent turn of yours to curse a

new creature.

An epic remove curse spell cast on the target ends this

spell early.

Epic remove curseEpic remove curse
Epic Spell

Abjuration

Casting Time: 1 action

Prerequisite: level 25

Range: 30 feet

Components: V, S

Duration: Instanteous

When you cast the epic spell you can target a creature or

an object. If you target a creature all curses on that creature

end. Also that creature becomes immune to being affected by

that curse for the next 24 hours. This epic spell works on

spells and epic spells for the curses that it affects to clarify.

For objects this spell actually destroys curses on objects that

are of legendary rarity or lower. This means that you can

remove any hostile effect toward the attuned when you cast

this spell. It also affects effects that affect the wielder.

Soul GrowthSoul Growth
Epic Spell

Divination

Casting Time: 1 action

Prerequisite: level 21

Range: Self

Components: V, S

Duration: Permanent

When you cast this epic spell you may permanently give

yourself proficiency in any ability check. This bonus does not

stack with expertise or if you already have proficiency in that

ability check. This effect cannot be undone by anything short

of a greater wish spell.

Alternatively you instead of a permanent increase of your

hit points by 20.

Alternatively you can decide to learn 2 languages.

When you cast this epic spell there is a 10% chance that

you would be unable to cast this spell again and you

knowledge of an epic spell slot would be wasted. However if

this happens all of the permanent effects still remain.

Greater TelekinesisGreater Telekinesis
Epic Spell

Transmutation

Casting Time: 1 action

prerequisite: level 30 wizard or sorcerer

Range: 500 feet

Components: V, S

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 hour

You gain the ability to move or manipulate creatures or

objects by thought. When you cast the epic spell, and as your

action each round for the duration, you can exert your will on

one creature or object that you can see within range, causing

the appropriate effect below. You can affect the same target

round after round, or choose a new one at any time. If you

switch targets, the prior target is no longer affected by the

epic spell.

Creatures. You can try to move a Gargantuan or smaller

creature. Make an ability check with your spellcasting ability

contested by the creature's Strength check. If you win the

contest, you move the creature up to 60 feet in any direction,

including upward but not beyond the range of this epic spell.

For the duration of the epic spell, you lose concentration on

the epic spell, or the creature saves against the spell; the

creature is restrained in your telekinetic grip. A creature

lifted upward is suspended in mid-air.

A creature that is restrained by this epic spell can use their

action on their turn to repeat the saving throw for this spell to

break out of the restrained condition.

Object You can try to move an object that weighs 10,000

pounds. If the object isn't being worn or carried, you can

automatically move it up to 60 feet in any direction, but not

beyond the range of this spell.

If the object is worn or carried by a creature, you must

make an ability check with your spellcasting ability plus your

proficiency bonus contested by that creature's Strength

check. If you succeed, you pull the object away from that

creature and can move it up to 60 feet in any direction but not

beyond the range of this spell.

You can exert fine control on objects with your telekinetic

grip, such as manipulating a simple tool, opening a door or a

container, stowing or retrieving an item from an open

container, or pouring the contents from a vial.
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Greater ContingencyGreater Contingency
Epic Spell

Evocation

Casting Time: 1 hour

prerequisite: level 30 wizard

Range: Self

Components: V, S, M (a statuette of yourself carved from

ivory and decorated with gems worth at least 15,000 gp)

Duration: Permanent until circumstance triggers the effect

Choose a spell of 9th level or lower that you can cast, that

has a casting time of 1 action, and that can target you. You

cast that spell--called the contingent spell--as part of casting

greater contingency, expending spell slots for both, but the

contingent spell doesn't come into effect. Instead, it takes

effect when a certain circumstance occurs. You describe that

circumstance when you cast the two spells. Alternatively you

can can have 2 spells that are contingent spells if they both

are of 5th level or lower. If you choose 2 lower level spells

they must activate on the same circumstance.

The contingent spell takes effect immediately after the

circumstance is met for the first time, whether or not you

want it to, and then contingency ends.

The contingent spell takes effect only on you, even if it can

normally target others. You can use only one greater

contingency spell at a time.

If you cast this spell again, the effect of another greater

contingency spell on you ends. Also, greater contingency ends

on you if its material component is ever not on your person.

Acquire Magical SecretsAcquire Magical Secrets
Epic Spell

Divination

Casting Time: 1 hour

prerequisite: level 25 wizard

Range: Self

Components: V, S, M (magical ink that is comperable in

level to the spell being cast according to its level described in

copying spells in your spellbook for the wizard which the

spell consumes)

Duration: Permanent

When you cast this epic spell you pick a level 1-9 spell from

any spell list. The spell writes the spell into your spell book

using the ink for the material component. From that point on

the spell is a wizard spell for you and you can prepare and

cast it normally.

Whenever you cast Acquire Magical Secrets there is a 5%

chance that this epic spell becomes lost to you and you can't

cast it again. However any spell that you learned using this

spell is always known to you even if your wizard spellbook is

lost. You simply need the materials to copy the spell once

again.

Illusory WallIllusory Wall
Epic Spell

Illusion

Casting Time: 1 action

prerequisite: level 21

Range: 200 feet

Components: none

Duration: 1 hour

You create an illusory impenetrable wall that is up to 150

feet long, 50 feet high, and 1 foot think centered on a point

that you can see within range. Alternatively you can shape the

wall in a sphere up to 50 feet in diameter centered on a point

that you choose within range. The wall remains in place for

the duration. If you position the wall so that it passes through

the space occupied by a creature that creature is blinded and

can pass through the wall. However once outside they treat

passing through the wall as normal.

The wall completely blocks all visibility and even level 1-9

divination spells that attempt to peer through the wall. To

move through the wall a creature must succeed on a DC 25

Intelligence check to pass through every time that it wishes

too. Creatures that attempt to shoot projectiles through the

wall have no idea what is on the other side so they have a -5

to their attack rolls and disadvantage to do so. When you cast

the spell you can designate any number of creatures and

those creatues do not need to make Intelligence checks to

pass through and those creatures can even see through the

wall for its duration.

Liar's TongueLiar's Tongue
Epic Spell

Transmutation

Casting Time: 1 action

prerequisite: level 21

Range: Self

Components: V

Duration: 8 hours

You lace your words with magic. For the duration

Creatures fail their insight checks against you.

Magic cannot determine if you are lying.

Every charisma check that you make for the duration

replaces the roll with a 20.
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Non-Epic SpellsNon-Epic Spells

T
hese are just spells for the paladin and ranger

to make their spell list look a little special for

what they do.

Petrified SmitePetrified Smite
7th level evocation-paladin only

Casting time: 1 bonus action

Range: Self

Components: V

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 minute

The next time you hit with a melee attack during this spells

duration, your attack deals an extra 7d10 bludgeoning

damage. Additionally, if the target is a creature it must make

a constitution saving throw or be petrified until the spell

ends. During its turn it can make another save if it has been

attacked before this turn but after its previous turn.

Stunning smiteStunning smite
8th level evocation-paladin only

Casting time: 1 bonus action

Range: self

Components: V

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 minute

The next time you hit with a melee attack during this spells

duration, your attack deals an extra 8d10 radiant damage.

Additionally, if the target is a creature it must make a

constitution saving throw or be stunned until the spell ends.

During its turn it can make another save if it has been

attacked before this turn but after its previous turn.

Paralyzing SmiteParalyzing Smite
9th level evocation-paladin only

Casting time: 1 bonus action

Range: Self

Components: V

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 minute

The next time you hit with a melee attack during this spells

duration, your attack deals an extra 9d10 radiant damage.

Additionally, if the target is a creature it must make a

constitution saving throw or be paralyzed until the spell ends.

During its turn it can make another save if it has been

attacked before this turn but after its previous turn.

Fiery WeaponFiery Weapon
6th level evocation - paladin only

Casting time: 1 bonus action

Range: Self

Components: V

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 hour

You imbue a weapon you possess with elemental fire. Until

the spell ends it emits a bright light for 30 feet and dim light

for 30 feet beyond that. Attacks you do while the spell is

active do an additional 3d10 fire damage. Furthermore

creatures of your choice within 10 feet of you must make a

constitution saving throw on their turn. If they fail they take

1d10 fire damage and if they succeed they take half. While

the spell is active you have resistance to fire and cold

damage.

Greater Pass without a traceGreater Pass without a trace
7th level arbjuration - Ranger only

Casting time: 1 action

Range: self

Components: V,S

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 hour

A veil of shadows and silence emanates from you masking

you and your allies from detection. For the duration, each

creature you choose within 30 feet of you(including you) has

a +20 bonus to dexterity (stealth) checks and can't be tracked

by nonmagical means. A creature that receives this bonus

leaves behind no tracks or other traces of its passage.

Swift strikesSwift strikes
6th level divination - ranger only

Casting time: 1 bonus action

Range: Self

Components: V,S

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 minute

For the duration of the spell you may now make 2 attacks

with your bonus action until the spell ends.

Strafe StrikeStrafe Strike
8th level transmutation - ranger only

Casting time: 1 action

Range: Varies

Components: V,S

Duration: Instantaneous

When you cast this you can make 1 weapon attack on

creatures within range with either a melee or ranged weapon.

If you use a melee weapon then you can do 2 attacks on all

creatures within melee weapon range. If you use a ranged

weapon you can make 1 weapon attack again all creatures

you choose within the ranged weapons optimal range as long

as they don't have full cover.
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Grace of the ZephyrGrace of the Zephyr
9th level transmutation - ranger only

Casting time: 1 action

Range: Self

Components: V,S

Duration: 8 hours

You move like the wind. Until the spell ends you don't

provoke opportunity attacks. You get +50 to your movement

speed while the spell is active. Your attacks while the spell is

active have advantage on attack rolls. You may instead

sacrifice advantage for a turn to deal an additional 2d8 force

damage with weapon attacks. If you need to evade a grapple

you succeed automatically on the roll. You can fly temporarily

but need to end your turn on the ground or you will fall.

Blessing of the CheetahBlessing of the Cheetah
7th level transmutation - ranger only

Casting time: 1 action

Range: Self

Components: V, S, M(crushed quartz thrown into the air

upon casting)

Duration: concentration, 1 hour

For the Duration your legs and cardiovascular system get

improved as does that of creatures you choose within 30 feet

of you. Those creatures get a +30 to their movment speed for

the duration of the spell. Creatures that are affected can use

the dash action and disengage action with a bonus action.

Find Supreme SteedFind Supreme Steed
6th level conjuration - paladin only

Casting Time: 10 minutes

Range: 30 ft.

Components: V, S

Duration: Instantaneous

You summon a spirit that assumes the form of a loyal,

majestic mount. Appearing in an unoccupied space within

range, the spirit takes on a form you choose: a elephant, a

killer whale, a giant subterranean lizard, a giant scorpion,

a manticore, or a winter wolf. The creature has the statistics

provided in the Monster Manual for the chosen form, though

it is a celestial, a fey, or a fiend (your choice) instead of its

normal creature type. Additionally, if it has an Intelligence

score of 6 or lower, its Intelligence becomes 7, and it gains

the ability to understand one language of your choice that you

speak.

You control the mount in combat. While the mount is

within 1 mile of you, you can communicate with it

telepathically. While mounted on it, you can make any spell

you cast that targets only you also target the mount.

The mount disappears temporarily when it drops to 0 hit

points or when you dismiss it as an action. Casting this spell

again re-summons the bonded mount, with all its hit points

restored and any conditions removed.

You can’t have more than one mount bonded by this spell,

find greater steed, or find steed at the same time. As an

action, you can release a mount from its bond, causing it to

disappear permanently.

Whenever the mount disappears, it leaves behind any

objects it was wearing or carrying.

Find Epic SteedFind Epic Steed
9th level conjuration - paladin only

Casting Time: 10 minutes

Range: 50 ft.

Components: V, S

Duration: Instantaneous

You summon a spirit that assumes the form of a loyal,

majestic mount. Appearing in an unoccupied space within

range, the spirit takes on a form you choose: a Chimera, a

Mammoth, a Tyrannosarus Rex, a young bronze dragon, a

young green dragon, a young silver dragon, or a young

blue dragon. The creature has the statistics provided in the

Monster Manual for the chosen form, though it is a celestial, a

fey, or a fiend (your choice) instead of its normal creature

type. Additionally, if it has an Intelligence score of 7 or lower,

its Intelligence becomes 8, and it gains the ability to

understand one language of your choice that you speak.

You control the mount in combat. While the mount is

within 1 mile of you, you can communicate with it

telepathically. While mounted on it, you can make any spell

you cast that targets only you also target the mount.

The mount disappears temporarily when it drops to 0 hit

points or when you dismiss it as an action. Casting this spell

again re-summons the bonded mount, with all its hit points

restored and any conditions removed.

You can’t have more than one mount bonded by this spell,

find supreme steed, find greater steed, or find steed at the

same time. As an action, you can release a mount from its

bond, causing it to disappear permanently.

Whenever the mount disappears, it leaves behind any

objects it was wearing or carrying.

Blasting ArrowsBlasting Arrows
8th level transmutation - ranger only

Casting Time: 1 bonus action

Range: Self

Components: V, S

Duration: concentration, 1 minute

While you are concentrating on this spell any ranged

attacks you make have their ammunition enchanted. The

enchanted ammunition does an additional 4d8 fire or

thunder damage(your choice when you cast this spell). If you

choose thunder damage it makes a loud booming sound that

can be heard for 300 feet away from the point of impact. The

ammunition during this concentration is considered magical

for the purposes of overcoming damage resistance.

After the ammunition is fired it loses the properties of this

spell. This spell only benefits ammunition that you are

currently using while you are firing it so you cannot enchant

the weapons of your allies to use.


